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Abstract

EMI filters for switching power converters rely on low-pass networks - with corner frequen-

cies well below the ripple fundamental - to attenuate switching harmonics over a range of

frequencies. Tight ripple specifications imposed to meet conducted EMI specifications can

result in bulky and expensive filters which are detrimental to the transient performance of a

converter and often account for a substantial portion of its size and cost. This thesis focuses

on two techniques for reducing the size of passive elements required to mitigate converter

ripple: active tuning of resonant filters utilizing phase-sensing control, and hybrid reactive

structures which develop low shunt impedances through a passive inductance cancellation.

Resonant networks provide extra attenuation at discrete frequencies, easing the filter-

ing requirement of an accompanying low-pass section. By exchanging "brute-force" atten-

uation for selective attenuation, resonant filters can realize substantial volume and weight

savings if they are aligned with switching harmonics. Manufacturing tolerances and operat-

ing conditions readily push narrow-band tuned circuits away from their design frequencies,
and such filters are rarely employed in switching power converters. This thesis explores the

design and application of a phase-lock control scheme which makes resonant filters practical

by aligning a converter's switching frequency with a filter immitance peak, or vice-versa.

Such a resonant filter - an actively tuned filter - is distinct from an active filter because

it does not directly drive waveforms within acceptable limits, and is not dissipation-limited.

The applications and limitations of resonant filters are discussed, and experimental results

from DC-DC converters are presented.

Integrated filter elements, hybrid capacitor/transformer structures, can cancel (to a

large extent) the parasitic inductance of power capacitors. Parasitic inductance limits the
effectiveness of shunt filter elements by increasing their impedance to ripple currents at high
frequencies. Integrated filter elements can be constructed from wound foil and dielectric
layers in the same manner as capacitors, and their magnetically coupled windings can be
incorporated into capacitor packages. Experimental results from integrated elements are
presented which demonstrate improvements in filtering due to shunt inductance cancellation
and the accompanying introduction of series reactance.

Thesis Supervisor: David J. Perreault
Title: Assistant Professor, Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Chapter 1

Introduction

P ASSIVE filters for switched-mode power converters rely on low-pass networks - with

corner frequencies well below the ripple fundamental - to attenuate switching har-

monics over a range of frequencies. Ripple specifications imposed to observe conducted

EMI limits (Fig. 1.3) or application constraints, however, can result in heavy, bulky filters

which are detrimental to the transient performance of a power converter and contribute

significantly to its cost.

1.65"

3"

000

- I

0.65"

5.4"

0.9"

Figure 1.1: Physical dimensions the power converter module and EMI-filter components for an

Automotive EHPS (Electro-Hydraulic Power Steering) system. The converter module is mounted

in the hydraulic fluid reservoir, so little extra volume is required for heatsinking. The volume of the

5 principle EMI filter elements (3 capacitors and 2 inductors) is 5.65 in 3, compared to about 6 in3

converter volume (control and power devices) within the depicted enclosure.
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LISN----------- L VriLISN L Vdrain

annoannpIconv

+ VLISN ~ ~ 1 T 2 ~ I~Vin LCs C -( 2 Iconv

DT T

Figure 1.2: Conceptual schematic of the EHPS converter input filter (details of common-mode
filtering removed). The converter power stage draws a large pulsed current Icnv that C2 must pass
in order to provide hold-up at Vdrain. During testing, a line-impedance stabilization network (LISN)
terminates the input filter in a known AC impedance, typically the 50 channel-input impedance
of an oscilloscope or spectrum analyzer.

Consider the 1kW power converter of an automotive electro-hydraulic power-steering

system (Fig. 1.1). AC impedance mismatches - low AC shunt impedance and high AC

series impedance - are provided by a 7r filter (Fig. 1.2) to divert the ripple component of

Idrain away from the input source Vi. Vdrain is usually considered to be the converter input

for control purposes, and must be held close to its average value as the power stage draws

large pulsed currents. C2 must therefore have low impedance at the converter switching

frequency (and its first few harmonics), and a ripple-current rating high enough to accom-

modate the majority of the AC current drawn by the converter switching cell. Electrolytic

capacitors are typical choices for C1, and may be placed in parallel to increase their current-

handling capability. Such components are physically large, and with the accompanying

series inductor account for the majority of a typical filter's volume.

Stringent conducted EMI specifications (as low as 8pA at 3MHz, see Fig. 1.3) im-

pose different constraints on the capacitors of subsequent stages (cf. Ci). Such capacitors

need not handle much current, but must have low impedance at EMI frequencies above a

few multiples of the switching frequency (hundreds of kilohertz to a few megahertz). Mul-

tilayer ceramic (MLC) or multi-layer polymer (MLP) capacitors are typical choices for this

filter stage because of their large capacitance and small volume. Typically, such capacitors

contribute negligibly to the volume a filter but significantly to its cost; an MLP or MLC

capacitor can cost as much as a large electrolytic 50 to 100 times its size.

This automotive example highlights a general trend in converter design: passive

components in a converter filter or power stage can dominate the volume of a system (see

the volume comparison in caption, Fig. 1.1) and contribute significantly to its cost. This

thesis explores topology- and component-level techniques for reducing the volume of passive

- 12 -



1.1 Filter topologies: Active Tuning

SAE J1113/41 Class 1 EMI Specifications
95

90

CU

- 85 -

80
z

75-

0-1LO 70

65 -

CU
S60-

55--

50
10 10 10 102

Frequency (MHz)

Figure 1.3: The SAE J1113/41 Class 1 specification for narrowband signals. The input of the EHPS

power converter (Fig. 1.3) must meet this conducted EMI specification. 90 dByV corresponds to

just 31.6 mV across 50Q, or 0.632 mA. The more stringent requirements at 3 MHz allow only 8 PA
in conducted emissions.

filter elements required for a given level of performance. The first technique - a topological

approach - employs resonant networks in conjunction with a phase-sensing tuning system.

The second method investigates the incorporation of film-wound transformers in capacitor

packages, reducing the high-frequency shunt impedance provided by typical high-ripple-

current capacitors.

1.1 Filter topologies: Active Tuning

Resonant ripple filters offer attenuation comparable to low-pass networks - for less volume

and weight - using the immitance peaking of parallel- and series-tuned circuits (Fig. 1.4)

to introduce transmission nulls at discrete frequencies. Consider, for example, the buck

converters of Figs. 1.5c and 1.5d. In Fig. 1.5c, the buck inductor and output capacitor

C1 form a low-pass filter which attenuates the ripple generated by the converter switching

stage (Fig.1.5a). In the converter of Fig. 1.5d, a much smaller output capacitor is placed

in parallel with a trap tuned to the converter switching frequency, resulting in a "notched"

attenuation characteristic (Fig. 1.5a). While both converter structures yield the same peak-

to-peak output voltage ripple (Fig. 1.5b) and require about the same magnetic energy

storage, the converter of Fig. 1.5d needs only about one-fourth the capacitive energy storage.

- 13 -
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Series-tuned resonator impedance

C)10,

Co
CD
CD_

E 1 -

10 0

100

Z -i- Q=10
0- -- Q =20

Q =30

-100

10

Frequency w/o 0

.2
Parallel-tuned resonator impedance

Ca

CL

E

10 0

C

(D

CL

E

\N

100

0- --. Q=20
Q = 30

-1001
100

Frequency o/o

Figure 1.4: Frequency response of second-order tuned circuits, normalized to the natural frequency

Wn = 1L/LC. The high admittance (impedance) of the series-tuned (parallel-tuned) network can
effectively divert AC currents away from a port of interest when placed in shunt (series) with its
terminals.

Inasmuch as suitably low-loss resonator components are available in a small volume, active

tuning can reduce the overall size and cost of the filter compared to a conventional low-pass

design.

Because resonant networks must typically have high Q to attenuate target harmon-

ics sufficiently,' they provide only narrow-band attenuation. Operating conditions and

manufacturing variations can readily cause narrow-band resonators to miss their design

frequencies[2] and fail to attenuate ripple; for this reason they are rarely employed in

switching power converters. Filters with active tuning control achieve reliable resonant

excitation by placing a resonator's frequency response or a converter's switching frequency

under closed-loop control (Fig. 1.6). In the frequency-control form especially, resonant fil-

ters can process high power because the tuning circuitry operates at signal power levels.

By modulating the switching frequency to realize the maximum attenuation from a passive

network, actively tuned filters never directly drive the waveforms they condition, and are

not - like active filters ([3]-[9]) - dissipation-limited.

Effective use of resonance allows the filter designer to exchange attenuation across a

selected range of frequencies for physically smaller reactive components. Le., by ensuring

effective attenuation at the ripple fundamental or a ripple harmonic frequency, active tuning

eases the filtering requirement - and so lowers the volume and energy storage - of an ac-

'Some high-power applications use damped, low-Q resonators precisely for their broad attenuation char-
acteristic and insensitivity to detuning, at the expense of attenuation performance.[1]

- 14 -
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1.1 Filter topologies: Active Tuning

(a) Source voltage to output voltage

100

Resonant filter
- - Low-pass filter

10 410 510
Frequency o (rad/s)

(b) Output voltage waveforms

1.7 7.75 7.8 7.85
Time (s)

(c)

Vi n

(d) --

V n

7.9 7.95 8

x 10'

L

C T R

L

C

Figure 1.5: (a) Transfer functions from switching voltage to output voltage for the converters of
(c) and (d). (b) Output voltage waveforms for the converters of (c) and (d) operating with 50%

duty cycle. The circuits in (c) and (d) have different filter arrangements but an identical power stage

and load. V = 42V, f., = 125kHz, L = 20pH, RL = 1Q. (c) System with capacitive low-pass filter:

C1 = 10pF. (d) System with attenuated low-pass and notch filters: C2 = 1 pF, Cf = 1.6/pF, Lf =

1pH, Rf = 50mQ.

companying network. A reduction in the volume of the passive elements required for a given

level of ripple performance must not necessarily be realized as volume savings. A designer

can, for instance, maintain passive-component volume at a lower switching frequency -

reducing switching loss and improving efficiency - without sacrificing performance. One

could also maintain the volume of a conventional filter while achieving better ripple perfor-

mance at a constant switching frequency. Better performance can alternately ease the need

for large impedance mismatches, allowing the replacement of a small but expensive MLP

or MLC capacitor with a less expensive capacitor of lower value.

1.1.1 Filtering components: Integrated Filter Elements

Typical electrolytic capacitors (cf. C2 in Fig. 1.2) have a frequency response well-approximated

by a series-tuned resonance (like that in Fig. 1.4a) to frequencies in excess of 10MHz. Such

power capacitors present a relatively high impedance at EMI frequencies because of the rise

in their impedance magnitude above a low self-resonant frequency (tens of kilohertz, typi-

cally). While suitable for hold-up, i.e. passing large currents at the switching fundamental,

large power capacitors alone cannot meet stringent conducted EMI specifications like those

shown in Fig. 1.3.
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(a) Switching-frequency control (b) Resonance control
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Figure 1.6: Two methods of tuning for maximum resonant attenuation. (a) Switching frequency
control and (b) resonance control, in which a filter reactance is altered to adjust transmission nulls.
Method (a) has the advantage of simplicity, while method (b) can independently tune multiple
resonances to provide attenuation at several frequencies.

Integrated filter elements, proposed here, are transformer-capacitor structures that

effectively cancel the equivalent series inductance (ESL) of a power capacitor, increasing the

frequency of its impedance rise and making it useful at switching and EMI frequencies. The

integrated element comprises a normal capacitor structure with a magnetically couples film

windings (Fig. 1.7). An equivalent T model for the coupled windings in an autotransformer

configuration can be obtained from a A-Y transformation of the impedances measured at

the three terminal pairs (Fig. 1.8b). The T model adds an internal node from which the

inductance L1 - LM (self-inductance of the AC winding minus the mutual inductance) can

be made negative by the proper choice of turns ratio N1 : N 2.

When L 11 - LM is chosen to be close to the capacitor's ESL (LESL in Fig. 1.8b),

the shunt network reduces to a capacitor with excellent frequency response, i.e. lower ESL

and lower impedance at high frequencies than the original C. Such an integrated element is

not only useful for shunting high-frequency currents to ground: the addition of an inductive

reactance (LM or L22-LM) in series with either port results in a filter with higher-order roll-

off than is possible with a simple capacitor. These two advantages - low shunt impedance

at high frequencies and increased series impedance - can be obtained with almost no extra

volume using inexpensive, repeatable manufacturing techniques.
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Winding 1 Winding 2

Extra 3 rd

terminal for
common node
of windings
1 and 2

Figure 1.7: Magnetically coupled foil strips- windings 1 and 2 - can be added over basic capacitor

structure or made from extensions of capacitor foil. The integrated filter element is now a three-

terminal device, with the extra 3 rd winding brought out as Node A in Fig. 1.8a.

1.2 Thesis Objectives and Contributions

The first goal of this thesis is to elucidate the design of resonant filters with active tuning

control. The discussion will include sufficient background and modelling information for the

practicing engineer to design and evaluate resonant filters and phase-lock tuning controls.

Active-tuning control is, in fact, a general technique for controlling the fundamental phase

shift between periodic signals, and can be applied to many resonant excitation and detection

problems.2 The second goal of this thesis is to introduce integrated filter elements incor-

porating shunt inductance cancellation. The development here will focus on the feasibility

and performance advantages of this hybrid reactive structure.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

Chapter II presents the principles of the phase-lock circuitry utilized in active tuning con-

trol. Chapter III presents three resonant-network topologies considered for use in conjunc-

tion with the tuning system, and gives particular attention to the volume trends in each

2Resonant-beam chemical sensors offer an immediate mechanical analogy for the electrical systems dis-

cussed here. In such sensor problems, the absolute value of frequency command with phase-sensing feedback

indicates the mass of adsorbed molecules. See [10] and [11].
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(a)

N1 : N2

NodeA UU

C

I~

(b)

LM L22 - LM

L1 - LM < 0

LESL

Self-

resonant

capacitoi

model

(c)

LM L 2 2 - LM

AL 0

r

Figure 1.8: (a) A schematic diagram of the integrated filter element, shown without parasitics.
Capacitance C is the power capacitor whose ESL the transformer is intended to cancel. (b) The
schematic redrawn, including important parasitics, but otherwise leaving terminal I-V relations
unchanged. (c) When L11 - LM is chosen to be close to the capacitor's ESL, the shunt network
reduces to a capacitance with small ESL, i.e. AL = -LM + L11 + LESL ~ 0.

design. Chapter IV introduces the phase-sensing control system which aligns the switch-

ing frequency of a power converter with the resonant frequency of a filter. Experimental

results from the power stage and input filter of a buck converter employing the phase-lock

tuning approach highlight the weight and volume reduction achievable in converter mag-

netics. Chapter IV also considers additional applications and topologies of the phase-lock

tuning system, including resonance-tuning methods (see Fig. 1.6b) implemented with cross-

field reactors. Chapter V extends the discussion of magnetically coupled shunt resonators

to integrated filter elements. Experimental results from prototype integrated structures

are presented that demonstrate the great promise of this technology. Finally, Chapter VI

summarizes the results of the thesis and suggest directions for continued work in this area.
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Chapter 2

Phaselock Basics

T HE GOAL of this chapter is to provide an introduction to phase-lock loop (PLL)

design for the practicing power-electronics engineer, along with its applications to

the resonant-excitation problem. The discussion in the following pages follows a standard

development of the subject found in Gardner [12], Best [13], and Wolaver [14], and should

provide enough background for rapid design and troubleshooting of phase-sensing tuning

systems. Section 2.4 on page 35 details a step-by-step design procedure for the PLL when

noise power does not interfere with reliable lock-in. This design procedure is adapted from

[13], and was used to design all PLLs used in the prototype controllers.

2.1 PLL Components

A PLL, fundamentally, is an oscillator whose output-signal frequency (v, in Fig. 2.1) is

controlled to align with some frequency component of its input signal vi. Let Oi be the phasel

and wi the angular frequency of the component of interest within vi, with v, characterized

similarly by 0 and w,. The phase detector (PD) generates the detector voltage Vd, some

frequency component of which is proportional to the phase difference Oi - 0,. Frequency

tracking is achieved by driving the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) with a filtered version

of this phase difference. In the limit of high loop-filter DC gain, a steady VCO command

voltage v, can be maintained with small steady-state phase error, resulting in "lock" between

the input and output phase (and, hence, lock between wi and w0 ). The loop filter is usually

chosen by the designer for a given VCO and PD, and adjusts, by altering control bandwidth,

the range of input frequencies over which the PLL can reliably acquire lock.

In the following sections, detailed discussions of the PLL components will lead to the

development of a linear model of the lock-in process. This model is the basis for predicting

'Phase is the integral of frequency, the complete argument of a sinusoidal function. E.g., the phase of the
signal f(t) = cos(w,,t + 0) for constant 0 is the linearly increasing function 0o = wot + 4, which corresponds
to a constant frequency w,.
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Vi Phase Vd Active Vc Voltage-

detector loop filter controlled
oscillator

Figure 2.1: The basic components of a phase-lock loop

lock range - the principle concern of the designer - at least when noise power is not "too

high." A step-by-step design guide for a PLL loop filter will follow a basic discussion of the

frequency ranges which characterize the PLL, and under which circumstances the designer

can alter these ranges by loop shaping. Finally, section 3.5.1 will present a PLL design

example from the tuning system for a shunt-resonant filter.

2.1.1 Phase detector (PD)

A phase detector generates an output signal vd which depends on the phase difference be-

tween its inputs. A plot qualitatively illustrating the relationship between detector voltage

Vd and the phase difference 9 d (the difference between the input phase Gi and the VCO phase

0) is shown in Fig. 2.2a. The curve is not, in general, linear, but 27r periodicity is typical for

commonly used PDs for which a phase of # is indistinguishable from any # ± 2nir.2 When

no input signal vi is applied to the PD, its output is the detector offset voltage VO. Zero

phase error 0, is commonly referenced to the phase offset 9 do corresponding to vd = V 0 , as

depicted in Fig. 2.2b and expressed below:

Oe = d Odo

This shift in the point of zero phase error is usually carried over to the definition of input

and output phase such that

Ge = Oi - 00

E.g. even if vi and vo are phase-shifted sinusoids, the signals are "in phase" for analytic

purposes - indeed we alter the description of their phases so that the shift is zero - when

the magnitude of the phase difference is such that vd = Vd. The curve of Fig. 2.2b is

called the PD characteristic and has a slope Kd (the PD gain) at the point of zero tracking

error 0
e = 0. Even in cases where the PD characteristic is nonlinear, the PD output is

2This statement applies to two-state PDs and any memoryless PD. A generalized n-state PD with n > 3,
is able to store enough information about cycle slips to maintain linear tracking to multiples of 27r radians.
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Vd

(V),

Odo

Vdo - - - - - - - - - - -

-7r -7/2

Vd

(V)

Vd is the aver-
age of Vd with

no PLL input

7r/2 7r d

(a)

-7r -7/2 VeO dr/2 7r Od

(b)
Vo

i + Kd + Vd

00

(c)

Figure 2.2: (a) The PD characteristic with offset. (b) The same characteristic shifted such that the

input signals to the PD, vi and v, are "in phase" for analytic purposes when their phase difference
is such that vd equals the detector offset voltage V1 do. (c) Linearized model of the PD with offsets,
valid over the PD range (t7r/2 for the depicted characteristic).

approximately

Vd = KdOe + Vdo

(cf. the signal-flow graph in Fig. 2.2c). For linear PD characteristics with inflections or

steps, or for any linearized PD characteristic, this model is sufficiently accurate over some

PD range (e.g. ±ir/2 for the characteristic of Fig. 2.2b). Accurate prediction of PLL locking

dynamics requires that the average phase error 0
e0 be well within the PD range.

2.1.2 The four-quadrant multiplier as a phase detector

A four-quadrant multiplier acts as a phase detector by the trigonometric identity

1 1
sin(# 1 ) -cos(# 2 ) = - . sin(01 - #2) + - sin(#1 + k2)

2 2
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U
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-L \ V JWN7NT

1
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10 ------

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Time (s)

Figure 2.3: Phase error for the multiplication of the 8Hz and 7Hz sinusoids vi and v.. In the plot
of jd = vivo, the 15 Hz sum frequency "rides" on top the 1 Hz difference frequency (the dashed line
in the fd graph), which is taken as the output vd of the PD. The phase error 0e is just the argument
of the sinusoidal function necessary to produce vd. In a feedback setting 0e would (hopefully) never
be allowed to increase beyond the PD range as shown.

Assume that the PLL has acquired lock to a purely sinusoidal input signal, and let the

inputs to the multiplier be vi = V sin(wit) and v0 = V cos(wit - 0e).' The output of the

multiplier is then &d = Kmvivo, where Km is a constant associated with the multiplier as

represented in the signal-flow graph of Fig. 2.4. The product expression becomes

1 1
Vd= - .KViVo sin(Ge) + - K ViVo sin(2wi - 0e) (2.1)

2 2

Fig. 2.3 plots Vd for Ge increasing linearly with time. In most PLL applications, the sum-

frequency term in the expression for jd is at a high enough frequency (2wi) that it is

effectively removed by low-pass loop dynamics. The first term in Eqn. 2.1 is then considered

to be the output vd of the PD, and is just the average of the complete product waveform.

This average is taken over a long enough period to eliminate the 2wi term, but not so long

as to affect the relationship vd = 1 -KmViV sin(Ge) when Ge is a function of time. For small2

values of 0e, sin(Ge) G e and Vd K de where the PD gain, Kd = KmViV, depends on

the amplitude of the input signals.

3Note that the phase error is defined with respect to quadrature phase, under which condition the average
value of the PD output is zero.
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Vd

-7r -7r/2 7r/2 7r VO

X Km 'id

vi

(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: (a) PD characteristic for the multiplier. (b) Full signal-flow model before linearization.

Km has units of volts- 1 and depends only on the multiplier.

2.1.3 Voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO)

A voltage-controlled oscillator generates a waveform whose frequency depends on a control

voltage vc. A schematic VCO characteristic is depicted in Fig. 2.5a. As with the PD, the

curve need not be linear, though a linear relation is common in integrated VCOs and greatly

simplifies an a priori prediction of the PLL lock range. In the locked state (i.e. when the

average of wi equals the average of w0 ), the input to the VCO is a steady-state control offset

voltage Vc,. Unlike the detector offset voltage Vd0 , Vc0 is a function of the particular average

input frequency wi.

The linearized dynamical treatment of the VCO parallels the PD analysis of Sec. 2.1.1.

The frequency deviation Aw0 , a measure how far wo deviates from its average in lock, is

given by

AwO = WO - Wi

The frequency deviation characteristic Fig. 2.5b is just a shifted version of the VCO char-

acteristic and is characterized by a slope - the VCO gain K - at the lock point. The

frequency deviation can be modelled by the block diagram of Fig. 2.5c, where

Awo = Ko(vc - Vo)

Assume again that the PLL has acquired lock to a purely sinusoidal input signal,

and let the inputs to the multiplier be vi = V sin(wit + 0%) and v, = V cos(wit + 0,). '

4
The assumption of sinusoidal signals is actually not required by these expressions for vi and v.. Either

signal, as written, can be made an arbitrary function of time by proper choice of Oi(t) and 0,(t). An
assumption of purely sinusoidal v, and vi motivates the use of the phase notation wt + 0 and relates the
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(a) (b) (c)

(rad) (rad) - VCo

wi equals the Vco
average of wo 'c + Ko AwO

in lock VC

Ve0  vC

Figure 2.5: (a) PLL output frequency vs. VCO command voltage v, (b) Shifted VCO characteristic
expressed in terms of frequency deviation Awo (c) Signal-flow diagram for the VCO

Phase detector Loop filter VCO

Vdo 0

OjOe ++Vd VC + AW0  0
Kd + F(s) + Ko f

00

Figure 2.6: Linearized model of the PLL with offsets

The average VCO output frequency in lock must be wi, but can also be expressed as the

derivative of the output phase:

d d~O
Wo = -(Pot + 00) = Wi + o

dt dt

Rearranging terms, and applying the definition Awo =w, - wi, we arrive at

Awo = dt or o J = Awodt =Ko (vd - Vco)dt

expressions to previous equations. It is also worth stressing that wi and w0 are the average frequencies of

the input and output signals, where the total frequency is the derivative of phase, or w + dO/dt.
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2.1.4 Loop filters

The treatment of the PLL to this point has described every block in Fig. 2.6 except F(s),

the loop filter. The DC gain of this block decreases the steady-state phase error 0eO needed

to support a VCO command voltage v,:

Oeo = Vdo + C0
Kd Kd-F(s=0)

The loop-filter should be low-pass in order to extract a moving average of the PD output,

discarding - as much as is feasible - any high-frequency terms produced by the PD

(e.g. the 15Hz signal in Fig. 2.3). More important to the designer, however, is the ability

to use F(s) to accommodate anticipated input signals. The loop filter is the designer's

principle means of shaping the loop transmission and adjusting the PLL lock range AWL

(see Sec. 2.3.1).

Considering the loop filters presented in Fig. 2.7, all three can limit, with suitable

choice of components, the bandwidth of the control signal v, applied to the VCO. The

active lag network of Fig. 2.7b has gain Ka at DC, and differs from the passive lag network

(neglecting loading) only in the designer's freedom to change its magnitude response. All

three loop filters in Fig. 2.7 have a zero at 1/T2 that inflects the low-frequency gain upward

at 6 dB/octave. This rise in JF(s)| is limited only by the open-loop gain of the op-amp in

the proportional+integral (PI) case.

A high-frequency pole in each the active circuits of Fig. 2.7 - due to the finite

unity-gain bandwidth of the op amps, if nothing else - will cause F(s) to roll off at

high frequencies. The designer may choose to introduce the high-frequency pole at some

specified W3 = 1/r 3 (cf. the circuit of Fig. 2.7d), to limit PLL phase jitter and improve

locking performance (see Sec. 2.3.3). As seen in the root locus diagram of Fig. 2.8b for such

a design, the low-frequency poles become ever more lightly damped as loop gain increases.

If W3 is placed too close to the zero at 1/r 2 , the low-frequency singularities never enter far

into the LHP, and are lightly damped at the natural frequency required for a usable lock-in

range (see. Sec. 2.3). For this reason, W3 is at least four times the PLL crossover frequency,

and this pole can be neglected in the control design but considered for noise analysis.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic diagrams and transfer functions F(s) = Vc(s)/vd(s) for four commonly used

loop filters. Filter (d) can be approximated by (c) for purposes of the control design.
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jW

-1/73 -1/72
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Figure 2.8: Root locus for (a) distant high-frequency pole and (b) pole at -1/T 3.

G(s)

Oj Oe Vd Uc AWO 00
+_ Kd F(s) Ko f -

o

Figure 2.9: Linearized AC model of the PLL

2.2 Linearized model for the PLL

The linearized AC model for the PLL, with averaged or DC quantities removed, is shown

in Fig. 2.9. The loop transmission G(s) for the loop filters presented in Fig. 2.7 is the

product of the loop-filter transfer function F(s), the VCO integrator transfer function 1/s,

and the gain product K. For the passive lag and active PI filters, K = KoKd. The designer

must specify the DC gain of Ka for an active lag filter, so in this case K = KOKdKa. K

can be selected by the designer to choose the closed-loop pole locations (see the root-locus

diagrams of Fig. 2.8).

Evaluating the small-signal transfer function T(s) from input to output phase (the

phase cosensitivity function) for the different loop transmission functions G(s) and express-

ing the denominator in standard second-order form yields:
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Phase transfer function of second-order loop

=0.707

-- C=2

100

Frequency o)/0)

Figure 2.10: Closed-loop phase transfer function
of damping ratio C.

T(s) = E)(s)/E8(s), plotted for various choices

sWn - (2( - Wn) + W 2
(S)= 2 + 2s(n+ W

swn - (2(- W) + w2
T(s)= 82 +2s(Wn n+w

2s(n + W2
(s) = 2 + 2s(n + n%

where Wn

where wA =

where wn=

K

K1+_

j~

Vi

and ( = g (T2 + })

and ( = . (r 2 + })

and (= Wr12

(2.2)

The G(s) for practical PLLs satisfy the high-gain criterion K > Wn so that the cosensitivity

function for all loop filters can be rewritten

2s(7w, + w2

s2 + 2s(Wn +

A Bode plot of this second-order phase transfer function in shown in Fig. 2.10. The PLL is

low-pass filter for input phase signals, acting like a "flywheel" responsive to modulation by

signals with a frequency less than the PLL natural frequency Wn. A Bode plot (Fig. 2.11)

of the static error-transfer function

S(s) = 1 - T(s) ~
S 2

s2 + 2s(n + W2
8 n
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Second-order loop error response
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Figure 2.11:
ratio C.

Static error transfer function S(s) = 1 - T(s) plotted for various choices of damping

+wH hold-in range

twp pull-in range

±wpo pull-out range

+tWL lock range

Wo

Figure 2.12: PLL operating ranges

provides the same insight in command following: input modulation frequencies in excess of

o, appear as phase error 0 e because the PLL loses static phase tracking at frequencies above

w,. Note that w, should not be confused with the range of frequencies (AWL, introduced

in Sec. 2.3) over which the PLL can acquire lock, though the two are related (see Eqn. 2.3).

2.3 PLL Operating ranges

As mentioned in the development of the linear VCO model in Sec. 2.1.3, the control offset

voltage Vc,, is a function of a particular wi (= w,) to which the PLL has acquired lock. So

too, wo forms a shifting reference for the lock range AWL, pull-out range Awpo, and pull-in
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range Awp (Fig. 2.12), defined as follows:

Lock range AWL

Pull-in range Awp

Pull-out range Awpo

Hold range AWH

A PLL is normally designed to operate within its lock

range. This is range of Awe, over which the PLL will ac-

quire lock within one beat note between the VCO and

input frequencies.

A PLL will, in the absence of noise, always become locked

for Aw0 within the pull-in range, though perhaps after a

slow "pull-in" process. See Sec. 2.3.2 for a more detailed

description of this phenomenon, and reasons why the de-

signer should avoid operation in the region outside ±AWL

The pull-out range represents the dynamical limits to PLL

stability, i.e. the frequency step which, when applied to

the PLL input, causes lock-out. An exact expression for

Awpo has never been derived for the analog PLL, though

simulations[15] yield good approximations, and verify that

AWp > AWpo > AWL in a typical design.

The hold range indicates the static stability range of the

PLL, and is determined by the absolute signal ranges of

the PD or VCO. w0 is considered to be in the middle

of the VCO tuning range when computing AWH, as the

limits of static frequency tracking - an absolute measure

- does not depend on a frequency at which the PLL might

previously have acquired lock.

2.3.1 Lock range AWL

The magnitude of the lock range AWL can be computed accurately enough for design pur-

poses using a few simple approximations. Consider for a moment that the PLL is not locked

and that the PLL input is a sinusoid. Using the notation of Sec. 2.1.3, the input signal can

be expressed as wi = w0 + Aw. The detector voltage is then

Vd = Kd sin(Awt)
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where the higher frequency terms of the linearization have been neglected due to the low-

pass form of G(s). The VCO command voltage is then approximately

V, - IF(Aw0 ) I Kj sin(Awat)

v, is a time-varying signal which modulates the frequency of the VCO output, producing a

peak frequency variation of KoKd -IF(Awo)I.

Consider the case where Awo is greater than the VCO's peak frequency deviation

(Fig. 2.13a). The VCO command cannot support lock, at least not immediately, and so

sweeps the VCO output at the beat note frequency Aw,. If wi is brought closer to w0, so that

Aw, just equals KoKd. F(Awo)I (Fig. 2.13b), v, is able to support the lock condition wi = Wo

at the extreme edge of its modulation range. AWL is therefore determined approximately

by the nonlinear equation

AWL ~ KoDd -IF(AwL)I

The solution to this equation can be found through some simplifying approximations for

IF(AwL)I. First, the lock range of a practical PLL is always far greater than the pole or

zero frequencies of F(s), i.e. AWL > 1/1ri or 1/(i + T2), and AWL > 1/T2. The expressions

for IF(AwL)I then reduce to

Passive lag filter IF(AWL)I
Ti1+ T2

KaT2
Active lag filter IF(AWL)I

Active PI filter IF(AWL)I 72
71

For many F(s), r2 is much smaller than r1 , allowing the further simplification

IF(AWL)I - T2/T1 for the passive lag filter. For each loop filter, then - assuming high

gain product K - the lock range can be expressed as

AWL _ 2Cwn (2.3)

2.3.2 Pull-in range Awp

A PLL is still able to acquire lock when wi lies outside of wo's modulation range tK oDd - IF(AWO)I.

This process of acquisition - a pull-in process - takes place because the frequency devi-
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(a) wo outside of the lock range o%± Aw (b) w. within the lock range wo± Aw

(00
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Figure 2.13: Depiction of the (a) pull-in process and (b) the lock-in process.

ation Awo is varied as the VCO output w,, is cycled. Consider Fig. 2.13a. The duration

in which wo is modulated in the positive direction, toward wi, is longer than the duration

of modulation away from wi. I.e. the angular frequency deviation Awo decreases as wo

approaches wi, retarding the excursion of w,, that decreases Aw,, and pushing the mean of

WO slightly above the average of its peak values. This peak-peak median is the mean of w,,

without a full consideration of frequency modulation, and is represented in Fig. 2.13a by

the dotted horizontal line. Indeed, if w, were modulated by some function of constant Awo,

the average value of wo would follow this dotted line, and a lock-in process would be the

only means of decreasing the average value of Awe, for constant Wi.

Note that the pull-in process, because it relies on a cycle-to-cycle decrease in Awo,

is necessarily slower than lock-in. Expressions for PLL pull-in time and range can be

found in [13], but because of approximations made in their derivation, viz. neglect of noise

during pull-in, and because of the sluggishness of pull-in even under favorable conditions,

the PLL should be designed to operate in its lock range exclusively, when possible. The

tuning-frequency range required for resonant filters is sufficiently narrow to be covered by

a PLL lock range, with proven lock reliability for VCOs modulated by +15% from their

center frequency. It should be noted that when the desired tuning range exceeds the ±wL,

additional control circuitry can aid the pull-in process, enabling reliable acquisition of noisy

signals [13].
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W 02

cycle slip

Figure 2.14: Phase jitter in PLL tracking error. An excessive probability of cycle slips will prevent

the PLL from ever maintaining steady-state operation.

2.3.3 Noise performance

In steady-state operation and in the absence of noise, a PLL can maintain lock with a

steady-state phase error Oeo (Fig. 2.14). Phase noise in the PLL input signal 0i introduces

jitter in 0e, but will not perturb 0e far from its equilibrium point if the noise power is

sufficiently low. Higher noise power can cause occasional cycle slips in 0
e, disturbances

in which the PD output shifts a whole period (e.g. 27r in Fig. 2.2) but resumes operation

around the equilibrium detector voltage. When cycle-slip disturbances become too frequent,

no stable operating point can be achieved, and the PLL permanently locks out.

Locking performance is compromised whenever the PLL designer attempts to im-

plement a lock range that is "too broad." A quantitative bound on AWL follows from a

consideration of the PLL as a means of improving signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Such noise

reduction is regarded in some applications (viz. clock recovery) as the principle measure of

merit for a PLL design. A PLL improves SNR by a ratio of noise bandwidths:

P8  B- B-
SNRL = --* - = SNR, - B (2.4)

Pn 2BL 2BL

Where SNR, is the SNR at the PLL input, the ratio of input-signal power P to

noise power Pn
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SNRL is the closed-loop SNR at the PLL output

Bi/2 is the bandwidth of the input phase-noise signal. Bi is the band-

width of the noise component in vi, such that its spectral density Wi

(assumed constant in where it is non-zero) is W = Pn/Bi W/Hz.

BL is the "loop noise bandwidth," the equivalent noise bandwidth of

the closed-loop phase transfer function T(s).

The PLL improves the SNR of a phase signal as BL decreases. BL is the bandwidth of a

fictitious low-pass filter with a constant magnitude of transmission equal to T(O) (Fig. 2.15).

BL is selected such that the two filters - the rectangular filter and the PLL, which is a

low-pass filter for phase signals - produce outputs with equal variance for white noise

inputs of equal density. For a phase spectral density of D (rad)2 /Hz, the output phase jitter

(i.e. variance) is

02 = |T(s)|2ds~ . IT(s)|2 dsno I

From equal areas under the actual and equivalent squared frequency responses,

22 4+ 2 4( 2W w 2 + ,4
BL= = j 2+w+ + 2 ds = -2n )n dw (2.5)

27rj 0 s2 + 2(Lons + W2 27r 0 W4 + 2w2 (2(2 _ 1)W2 + W4

n n n1

BL= -(+W) Hz (2.6)
2 4(

Where 02 = 4DBL-

Experiments performed with second order PLLs and reported by Gardner [12] reveal

the useful limit on loop noise bandwidth. For SNRL less than 4, lock-in may be possible, but

is unreliable. SNRL is a function and BL and the noise characteristics of the signal source

at the PLL input, so a design goal of SNRL > 4 places an upper limit on the loop noise

bandwidth in a given design setting. Because BL is directly proportional - like the lock

range AWL - to wn, the designer may need to trade off acquisition and noise performance

(see Sec. 2.4).

The best noise performance (the lowest BL) is achieved at ( = 0.5 (Fig. 2.15). C =
0.707, which is often selected for good control characteristics, increases BL/Wn a negligible
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Normalized noise bandwidth vs. C Equivalent noise bandwidth BL
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Figure 2.15: (a) Loop-noise bandwidth BL normalized to w,, plotted for various C. (a) Equivalent
noise bandwidth of T(s). BL describes a fictitious rectangular filter with the same variance in output
phase as the PLL.

amount, viz. 0.53 compared to the 0.50 minimum. ( = 0.7 is a therefore suitable choice for

any normal PLL application.

A high-frequency pole in T(s) (e.g. w3 = 1/T3 in Fig. 2.7) decreases the loop noise

bandwidth by decreasing the argument of the integral in Eqn. 2.5. This pole should be at

the lowest possible frequency to decrease BL as much as possible. For reasonable damping

(see Sec. 2.1.4), w3 should only be placed four or more times higher than the crossover

frequency wCO. 4wco is therefore a good choice for w3.

2.4 PLL design

The loop noise bandwidth BL and lock range AWL cannot be specified independently. Both

quantities are related, through the damping factor C, to the PLL's natural frequency Wo. In

the case of low noise power, BL can be neglected and wn calculated using lock range alone.

When noise power is larger, especially as the designer attempts to achieve a large lock range,

an wn determined from Awn alone can result in an excessive SNRL - the closed-loop SNR

at the PLL output - and prevent reliable lock-in. In such cases, Wn must be kept within

limits set by the noise design, and AWL will be restricted. 5

5If lower lock range is not acceptable, the designer has the option of implementing more complicated
control strategies such as sweep acquisition and dynamic bandwidth limiting.[13]
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2.4.1 PLL Design with negligible noise power

The following design procedure is useful whenever SNRL is greater than about 4. Though

the PLL input noise bandwidth Bi can be simply determined, it is often difficult to measure

or approximate the input signal-to-noise ratio SNR,. Because SNRi is needed to check a

lower bound on SNRL, the practitioner may want to follow the procedure below without full

justification. In a PLL design for resonant-filter tuning in a switched-mode power supply

(Sec. 3.5.1), several designs were implemented without good prior knowledge of noise power

levels. PLL designs with large lock ranges and inputs with large ringing noise voltages did

indeed lock out, but ad hoc narrowing of the lock range solved the problem satisfactorily.

These empirical design changes required the substitution of one capacitor and two resistors.

Step 1 Determine the center angular frequency w, of the PLL. If this is not

possible, specify some bounds mfi" and w"ax between which the PLL center

frequency must lie.

Step 2 Choose the damping factor C. Some amount of frequency-domain peak-

ing is desirable to accommodate a fast rise time of the PLL phase-step re-

sponse. ( = 0.7 is a good choice for most applications.

Step 3 Specify the lock range AWL. This number should be larger than the

largest shift in input frequency which the PLL should track using a lock-in

process

Step 4 Determine the VCO range. Representing the minimum and maximum

VCO output frequencies as gi" and Wmax, respectively, sensible choices might

be wgax = max + 1.5AWL and mi" = mi" - 1.5AWL-

Step 5 Determine the VCO gain K.. Typical integrated implementations (see

Sec. 3.5.1) accommodate control voltages v, between specified bounds Vmi"

and vmax, where "max" and "min" refer to the values of ve corresponding to

the largest and smallest w,. Integrated VCOs also usually have a constant

frequency/V slope as long as min < VC :5 Vmax. In such a case the VCO gain

is
max _ in

Ko= 0 0
vmax - vmn"C C
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Step 6 Determine the PD gain Kd as defined in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. Kd is

often a function of input-signal magnitude, so a range of values may result.

Some IC multipliers are packaged with gain networks (e.g. the AD633 in

Sec. 3.5.1) that can contribute to Kd. Choose a large Kd, if possible, to

improve tracking performance and support the assumption of high total gain

K used in the analysis of Sections 2.2 and 2.3

Step 7 Determine the PLL natural frequency from Eqn. 2.3. Check the high-

gain and pole-zero-splitting assumptions of Sec. 2.3.1 if you plan on using a

passive filter in Step 8.

Step 8 Select the loop filter topology and, possibly, the DC gain Ka of the

filter. Use Eqns. 2.2, the PLL component gains, w, and ( to solve for the

time constants of the filter. The active PI filter has proven, from experience,

to be a good choice with better performance than the lag designs.

Step 9 Choose R and C values for the loop filter using the expressions in

Fig. 2.7 as a guide. The component choice is under-constrained, and a

common approach is to specify the capacitances first because of restrictions

on readily available values. Excessively large or small resistances could result

in driving or loading problems, and high-impedance nodes should always

be avoided in power-electronics control circuits (viz. the op-amp summing

nodes in Fig. 2.7.)

2.4.2 PLL design when noise must be considered

The AWL specified in step 3, Sec. 2.4.1, may not be possible in a second-order loop. Choose

instead the loop noise bandwidth BL that yields a SNRL greater than 4, as shown in Eqn. 2.4

in Sec. 2.3.3. Proceed to step 7. Calculate the natural frequency from Eqn. 2.6:

2BL

Eqn. 2.3 can now be used to estimate the lock range achievable with the allowable loop

noise bandwidth.
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AD633

X - Vd 7- (X1 - X2)(Y1 -Y2) Ra + Rb

3 Y +Ra 1d 1 0 V Ra + S

Y 4 Y2

iRb

S

Figure 2.16: Use of the AD633JN with variable scale factor

XR2206

TC1 R Rd V 1
fout = + ')1 ] Hz

if IC i tT- TC2 RdCt Re 3 V

o--NW0 TR1
Re SYNC -- ol

Vc Rd 3 V SIN -/\//

T I

Figure 2.17: The frequency-control network of the Exar XR2206 monolithic function generator.
The XR2206 generates sinusoids with a frequency dependent on the effective resistance seen at its
TRI pin, f,, = 1/(CRff), where R.ff = R - (It - Ic)/It.

2.4.3 Design example

In the following design example, a PLL must generate a replica - with as little steady-state

phase error as possible - of a resonator-voltage fundamental frequency between 110 and

150 kHz. The tuning range represents the assumed variation in the resonant point of a

series-tuned filter with a nominal fres = 130 kHz. The VCO and PD devices to be used

in the PLL are the Exar XR2206 function generator IC and the Analog Devices AD633, a

low-cost analog multiplier with gain.

Step 1 Determine the center angular frequency w. of the PLL.

21r(160 x 10 3 
- 100 x 103)=e 2=816 krad/s
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Step 2 Choose the damping factor (. As explained in Sections 2.4 and 2.3.3,

( = 0.7 is a sensible choice.

Step 3 Specify the lock range AWL.. At start-up, the output of the XR2206 is

expected to sit in the center of its tuning range, which will be chosen to cor-

respond to the PLL center frequency w,. The PLL will then only be expected

to deal with 20 kHz frequency deviations Aw, = w, - wi. More conservative

choices for lock range, e.g. t40 kHz to cover a step between extremes in the

tuning range, resulted in designs with poor lock-in. The tuning-point of the

resonant filter, however, depends largely on manufacturing tolerances which

vary unit to unit, but would never suffer a step change in a particular filter.

The conservative :40 kHz design, then, is unrealistically cautious.

Step 4 Determine the VCO range. Following the notation of Sec. 2.4

Wmi = rax = 816 krad/s
C C

We can ensure VCO coverage of the tuning range by selecting

m wax ax + 1.5AWL = 816 + 1.5 -21r -20 x 10 3 
= 1007 krad/s

mi" =W mi - 1.5AwL = 816 - 1.5 -27r - 20 x 103 = 627 krad/s

Step 5 Determine the VCO gain K. The XR2206 can accept frequency com-

mands into its base-frequency-adjust network anywhere between the power-

supply rails.

mi" = 15V and vm" = -15V

K m - (1007 - 627) x 103 krad/s -12 6 krad
v~ax - oVmn -15 - 15 V V.

See Fig. 2.17. This VCO range was implemented with Rc = 75kQ and a

fixed/variable combination Rd tunable around 4kQ.
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Step 6 Determine the PD gain Kd. Kd = KmViV depends on the input-

signal amplitudes and the gain Km associated with the multiplier itself (see

Sec.2.1.2). With signal amplitudes of 2.8 V and 7.2 V for vi and vo and

the maximum recommended resistor ratio used with the AD633 (Fig. 2.16),

Kd 25V/rad. Km was approximately ten with the choice of resistors

Ra = 1kQ and Rb = 100k.

Step 7 Determine the PLL natural frequency. For the high SNR case,

n - 90 krad/s

Step 8 Select the loop filter topology. An active PI filter with a high-frequency

pole at W3 (Fig. 2.7d) was chosen because of superior noise and tracking

performance. The time constants needed for the control design are

K oKda 2
2 and r2Wn Wn

Step 9 Choose R and C values for the loop filter. Neglecting the value of C1

in comparison with C2,

ri= R 1C 2 = 28.9 ms and r2 = R 2 C2 = 15.6 ms

Choosing C2 = 0.22 pLF, the largest signal-level capacitor on hand, resulted

in R1 = 177 kQ and R 2 = 70.9 kM. 180 kQ and 68 kQ 5% resistors were

selected for the final circuit (Fig. 2.18)
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Figure 2.18: Schematic of the PLL used in the prototype tuning system. See the schematics and
accompanying tables in Appendix B for component values.
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Chapter 3

Resonant-network design

"R ESONANT networks" or "resonant filters" include, in this discussion, any passive

network which expressly incorporates resonant branch impedances. The self-resonant

frequencies of passive elements must, as always, be taken into account when predicting the

EMI performance of a resonant filter, but unless self-resonance is introduced to achieve

filtering - rather than accepted as a parasitic - a filter is not resonant in the sense

considered here. Three resonator topologies (Fig. 3.1) were considered for use with the

phase-lock tuning system to accompany conventional low-pass networks. Note that the

magnetically coupled resonator of Fig. 3.1c can be treated in terms of its equivalent T-

model in Fig. 3.1d, so that each resonator design reduces to the series- or parallel-tuned

case.

For power-stage or ripple-filtering applications in fixed-frequency power converters,

resonant networks can provide small AC impedances shunted across (Fig. 3.2a), or large

AC impedances in series with (Fig. 3.2b), a load or source. The resonant transmission null

introduced by the resulting impedance mismatch reduces the attenuation requirement of an

accompanying low-pass network, pushing its L-C corner w, to a higher frequency. Resonator

design is complicated by this accompanying low-pass filter, which introduces trade-offs in

attenuation performance, volume, reactance, and resonator frequency selectivity. Appli-

cation constraints and component ratings, moreover, can bear critically on the choice of

T T T
(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.1: (a) The series-tuned shunt resonator, (b) parallel-tuned series resonator, (c) magnet-
ically coupled series resonator, with (d) its equivalent T model.
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Figure 3.2: (a) A series-resonant input filter for a buck converter. The series-tuned leg provides a
low-impedance current path (i.e. high attenuation) at a discrete frequency. (b) A parallel-resonant
power stage presents a high impedance to ripple current at its tuning frequency. (c) Transfer function
of switch drain current to input current or switch source voltage to output voltage.

component values, often favoring networks that make feasible the use of a particular type

of element (viz. a small-valued, but reliable capacitor, see [161). Furthermore, because res-

onators exhibit immitance peaking at discrete frequencies, the resonant-filter designer must

usually account for performance changes over a range of anticipated switching waveforms.

The purpose of this chapter is to clarify the principle trade-offs of resonant network

design. Section 3.1 will consider constraints common to resonator designs, regardless of

topology, including the dependence of performance on conversion ratio, the introduction of

anti-resonances, and the component limitations imposed by resonant circulating currents

and ringing voltages. Sections 5.2.2-3.3 will present the optimization problems encoun-

tered in the design of particular resonant topologies, indicating the principle trade-offs of

each design and suggesting outcomes of a search for an optimal network. The discussion of

resonator optimization is followed by two parallel-tuned design examples in Sections 3.5.1

and 3.5.2, one for the low-ripple and one for the high-ripple case. For inductor-heavy res-

onators with high ripple currents, iterative network/magnetics co-design may be necessary

to select filter components.
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(a) Depiction of characteristic impedance Z0 and Q

10 2 (b1 (b)

Rpa

: 101 Zin| I

oZCI

0Z Zc|
_ 10*.~.Rpa.

I1ZLI Z1
10' '

10

Figure 3.3: (a) Q shown as the impedance peaking of the parallel tuned resonator (b). Zo is the

characteristic impedance, the reactance X(jWres) = ,L/C of the capacitor or inductor at resonance.

3.1 Constraints on resonant network design

The three resonator topologies of Fig. 3.1 share several design constraints, two of which

address the resonator's incorporation in a low-pass network (Secs. 3.1.1 and 3.1.2), and two

which pertain to the resonator itself (Secs. 3.1.3 and 3.1.4).

3.1.1 Impedance constraints: Quality factor Q and characteristic impedance

Zo

The many different, but equivalent, definitions of Q can be summarized by the expression

Q =energy 
stored

average power dissipated

i.e., Q is proportional to the ratio of energy stored to energy lost, per unit time. In a low-

loss electrical resonator, the peak energy stored in either the inductor or capacitor equals

the total energy stored in the network at any given time. For a parallel-tuned network

(Fig. 3.3) driven at resonance by a current iin = Ipk cos(wrest), the network impedance is

purely resistive at resonance and the peak tank voltage is IpkR. The total resonator energy

is then just the capacitor energy when the voltage is maximum,

Etot = 1C(IpkR)2
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Frequency /wres

Figure 3.4: (a) Q raised by an increase in XL(jWres) = XC(jWres) outstripping an increase in ESR.

(b) locus of inductive impedances (for a fixed core geometry) corresponding to the situation in (a)

The average power dissipated at resonance can likewise be expressed simply in terms of IPk:

Pag = i? R = IkR - cos 2 Wrest = 1J2 R

The Q of the parallel-tuned network at resonance is the ratio

Etot 1 -C(IpkR) 2  R

Q=wOP = =T Ik /Pav9 V'ZU &I,2p LC

The quantity VL/C has the dimensions of resistance, and is the resonator's characteristic

impedance ZO. ZO is the magnitude of the inductive and capacitive reactances at resonance,

as can be verified by evaluating IZcI and IZLI at wres = 1/VfLU:

v'Z'U _ L_
IZc| C- - IZLI = L L

jC C NI o C

As shown in Fig. 3.3, Zo is the point from which resonant immitance peaking (also equal to

Q) is referred. The Q of a series-tuned network (Fig. 3.1a) is the reciprocal of that derived

for the parallel-tuned case, Q = Zo/R, where the peak in series-tuned admittance is now

bounded from above by the series resistance R.

For resonators constructed from practical components, high frequency-selectivity -

high Q - is not necessarily the criterion of good performance. A resonator with infinite Q

might develop an unbounded impedance mismatch and provide perfect filtering at its tuning
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102 (a) Introduction of antiresonance (b)
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Figure 3.5: The introduction of an antiresonance at the frequency where the rising, predominately

inductive impedance Zre, reacts with the falling capacitive impedance Zcap.

frequency, but only if its tuning-point impedance supports the mismatch. Consider the series-

tuned resonator impedance magnitudes of Fig. 3.4a. Q is a ratio which indicates nothing

about absolute impedance magnitudes: the resonator with Q = 150 has greater frequency

selectivity, but only because its characteristic impedance, compared to the Q = 10 design,

has increased more than its ESR. The external network impedances seen at the resonator

terminals relative to the resonator's tuning-point impedance (a function of Zo and Q),

determines the filtering effectiveness of the resonator, which is poorer for the higher-Q

resonator in Fig. 3.4.

3.1.2 Harmonic constraints: Antiresonance

The similarity in the ripple-attenuation transfer functions of Fig. 3.2c - the fact that

different resonant filters can have identical transfer functions - suggests that resonant-

filter attenuation can be parameterized in terms of the relative depth of a transmission null

and the low-pass filter's high-frequency roll-off. In fact, the number significant parameters

is higher because of the introduction of antiresonance.1 Consider the series-tuned shunt

'Note that in network theory many authors refer to any maximum-impedance resonance as an antires-

onance. In this discussion, resonance refers to any series- or parallel-resonant tuning point which diverts

ripple waveforms away from a port of interest. Antiresonance denotes any reactance-cancellation condition

which worsens attenuation.
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Figure 3.6: Achievable increase in corner frequency w, of a low-pass filter accompanying a resonant
network, plotted versus resonator loss and Q. Peak-peak ripple performance at D = 0.3 limits how
high the corner frequency can be increased in each case. The locus of largest reactive energy storage
gain is indicated by the solid line.

resonator of Fig. 3.5b in parallel with the capacitor of a reduced low-pass network. The total

shunt impedance magnitude (Fig. 3.5a) exhibits a series-tuned resonance (the minimum

of jZotai I) and an antiresonance (the maximum of jZtotai ), where the falling capacitive

impedance reacts with the predominately inductive resonator impedance above Wres.

The antiresonance can be close to the second harmonic of a converter's switching

frequency, and may be pronounced enough to reverse, for a peak-peak ripple measure,

performance gains from resonant attenuation of the fundamental. Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 detail,

for normalized cases, the loci of resonator loss and Q which provide the greatest decrease

in reactive energy storage over a conventional low-pass network, with no decrease in ripple

performance and with the effects of antiresonance included. The surface of Fig. 3.6 is the

result of phasor analysis of many resonant/low-pass networks parameterized in terms of

resonator tuning-point impedance and Q. The accompanying low-pass shunt impedance or

series admittance required to match the performance of a particular low-pass network at
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Figure 3.7: Loci of maximum reactive-energy-storage improvement (cf. the solid line of Fig. 3.6)
for duty ratios D = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5.

a specific duty ratio is expressed as a shift in we, the low-pass corner frequency. The low-

pass network is the basis for immitance normalization (Fig. 3.9): its shunt impedance or

series admittance at the resonator tuning point (for the series- and parallel-tuned cases,

respectively) is defined as 1 Q or 1 S. The resonator tuning point, likewise, normalizes

the frequency axis. All immitances used in the normalized design, though they refer to

either shunt or series elements, bear a one-to-one correspondence to the notch depth and

high-frequency roll-off of the complete filter-network transfer function.

The surface of Fig. 3.6 shows many predictable features. For low Q and low loss

- the large elevation at the furthest corner of the surface of Fig. 3.6 - the resonator

will have a low characteristic immitance-and a broad attenuation characteristic. The low-

pass corner can only be increased slightly before bringing antiresonance close to the second

harmonic. For cases with high resonator loss and moderate Q (> 8, as shown in Fig. 3.6),

the antiresonance will not hurt performance because the accompanying low-pass network

dominates the filter immitance around the second harmonic. But even for the case of high

Q (the near corner in Fig. 3.6), the designer cannot realize much gain in W, because the

resonator provides little extra attenuation at its tuning point. The ideal design locus is

indicated by the bold line in Fig. 3.6, representing designs which achieve the best balance

between the breadth and depth of the transmission null.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Normalized harmonic amplitudes for the variable-width pulse train of (b).

3.1.3 Duty-ratio constraints

Resonant attenuation is naturally more effective for waveforms with a concentration of power

at a resonator's immitance peak, and so depends on the harmonic content of current and

voltage waveforms produced by the converter switching cell. For fixed-frequency converters

under duty-ratio control, switch drain currents and source voltages (cf. Fig. 3.2) are periodic

gate functions like that plotted in Fig. 3.8b . Given a converter switching frequency W, =

27r/T and duty ratio D = -r/T, the harmonic content of the switch waveforms (Fig. 3.8a)

can be expressed as an exponential or cosine Fourier series:

i( )~r
f (t) Fne' FnOw =t- sin( ) = D - sinc(n7rD)

00

f (t) = cn cos(nw8 st + 0n) cO0 = 21F1 On = tan-1 'Rm{Fn} = 0
n=0 ejn

For the case in which a converter's switching (viz. fundamental) frequency is aligned

with a filter resonance, the maxima of Fig. 3.8a indicate that resonant attenuation is most

effective for duty ratios centered around D = 0.5.
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3.2 Resonator design

3.1.4 Component-rating constraints

The AC branch currents and internal node voltages of the parallel- and series-tuned res-

onators, respectively, differ substantially from the ripple seen at the resonator terminals. For

the parallel-tuned case driven at resonance, as already mentioned, the AC voltage across

the network is iin = RIpk cos(wswt). JZc and IZLI are equal at Wres, so their branch

currents must be equal in magnitude:

R
iLl = lid = in I = Qliin

ZO

I.e. the tank circulating currents are Q times higher than the AC currents at the resonator

terminals. A similar result holds for the internal node voltage of the series resonator, where

the common current through equal tuning-point-reactance magnitudes can develop large

AC voltages:

|vL| = |VC= Ivin|IZ = Qlvin|

In resonant networks developed for a 300 W DC-DC down converter with an 18-60 V

input, Q values of 20 have been achieved. Ripple currents of 1 A peak-peak and 2 V

peak AC voltages were typical in this application when conventional passive networks were

employed. The 20 A circulating currents and 40 V internal node swings in such a case may

either determine resonator component ratings, or force the designer to consider lower-ripple

networks (e.g., deep continuous-conduction mode) to maintain high resonator Q.

3.2 Resonator design

The selection of resonator components, considered rigorously, is a volume optimization prob-

lem subject to the constraints of Sec. 3.1. The discussion here will detail resonator design in

a normalized setting, treating parallel- and series-tuned networks in a common framework.

As mentioned in Sec. 3.1.2 and depicted in Fig. 3.2, series- and parallel-tuned designs can

have identical ripple-attenuation transfer functions. Generalized resonator design amounts

to a parameterization of this filtering action in terms of the depth and breadth of the reso-

nant transmission null. In such generalized coordinates, the resonators which decrease the

volume of the accompanying low-pass network the most (i.e., those designs which, allowing

for the antiresonance of Sec. 3.1.2, permit the greatest increase in w, for constant ripple

performance at some minimum duty ratio) are described by the lines shown in Fig. 3.7. By

considering the intersection of these loci with a locus of practical resonators, the designer
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|ZLPFI resI
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Figure 3.9: Normalized imuitances for the generalized resonator/low-pass design. Resonator Q and
normalized resonator loss bear a simple correspondence to the depth and breadth of the transmission
null of Fig. 3.2c. Note that the "depth" shown here is not the resonator Q, but a measure of the
resonator's immitance excursion beyond the normalizing low-pass network's shunt impedance or
series admittance.

can quickly narrow the search for a suitable network. See Sec. 3.5.1 for an example of

normalized design in the parallel-tuned case.

The "locus of practical resonators" mentioned above describes, for some limit on

materials and total volume, a "ragged half-plane" in coordinates of Q and tuning point

loss. That is, for some assortment of components, the highest achievable resonator Q is

a single-valued - but perhaps not well-known - function of loss. Lower-Q resonators at

constant tuning-point immitance (those that lie away from the border of the half-plane) are

realizable by exchanging inductance for capacitance. 2 An "optimal" resonant-filter design

resides where the maximum-Q locus (i.e., the set of resonators for which Q = Qmma as a

function of loss) intersects the minimum-volume locus of Fig. 3.6 in normalized coordinates.

2
For practical purposes - in the absence of application restrictions - such an exchange can be made

with no increase in loss, and in general will decrease tuning-point immitance. To maintain constant loss in

such a case, of course, resistance can be introduced into the network.
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3.2 Resonator design

'. The designer is free, of course, to shift the function Qm.a by altering the constraints in

its computation, e.g., by adjusting the volume or type of the resonator components.

3.2.1 Parallel-tuned series resonator

For the parallel-tuned resonator in series with the ripple source, ripple attenuation increases

with Q because the resonator's tuning-point impedance increases with selection of a larger

inductance (Q = wL/R). Larger resonant inductances can develop greater impedance

mismatches since the resonator characteristic impedance ZO increases with inductance (Zo =

/L/C), and larger inductances are themselves generally realizable with larger Q.4 Designing

for the highest possible Q results in a narrowband resonator that will generally require tuning

to excite reliably. Because the attenuation performance of a resonator network can always

be improved by increasing inductance, the task of design - in the absence of application

constraints - reduces to a trade-off between volume and performance.

Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 detail the design of two parallel-tuned series resonators, one

for use in an input filter (low ripple-current case) and one in a switching stage (high ripple-

current). An a priori limit on total inductance or core volume is used in these examples

to balance attenuating performance and filter size. In both cases, filter volume and mass

savings of approximately three times are realized.

Fig. 3.10a shows, schematically, the parallel-tuned design in normalized coordinates.

Given a selection of resonator components with "small" total volume (about 6 x less than the

passive elements of the low-pass network), the achievable combinations of resonator Q and

loss are depicted by the shaded half plane. The best design - the network which achieves

high fundamental attenuation with its large tuning-point impedance, avoids accentuation of

the second harmonic, and maximally reduces the size of its accompanying low-pass network

- resides on the performance locus (solid line) at the high-Q edge of the region of realizable

inductors.

3Note from Fig. 3.6, that increases in w. always accompany increases in Q.
4For a given core geometry, losses increase roughly as turns and inductance as turns squared, so larger

inductances are achievable with (relatively) lower loss. See Fig. 3.4b. A quick perusal of the Q curves in [17]
will convince the reader that in the more general case of minimal magnetic dimensions, large inductances
are necessary to achieve high Q, particularly at switching frequencies.
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(a) Q/G locus for parallel-tuned series resonators (b) Q/R locus for series-tuned shunt resonators
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Figure 3.10: (a) An "ideal" series-resonator design resides at the intersection of the solid per-

formance curve with the dashed line, schematically indicating the locus of maximum achievable

resonator Q as a function of normalized loss. (b) For appreciable volume savings in the shunt-

resonator case, low Q and little increase in w, were achievable.

3.2.2 Series-tuned shunt resonator

Shunt networks divert ripple current by presenting low AC impedance at the switching

frequency and its harmonics. The impedance magnitude of a series-tuned network at its

resonant point, not its Q, is therefore the metric of resonator performance. Considering the

locus of practical inductive impedances (Fig. 3.4b), note that increased inductive reactance

is always accompanied - for constant magnetic geometry - by an increase in ESR. The

lowest-loss resonator is the network with the smallest inductance, given some limit on the

total resonator volume. A low tuning-point impedance is achieved by spoiling Q, not in the

sense that loss is increased, but that by designing for low ESR, the designer is driven to low

characteristic impedance ZO and hence low Q = Zo/R.

From these considerations, the best shunt resonator is the one with the lowest possible

characteristic impedance: a capacitor that is self-resonant at the ripple frequency of interest.

Where a discrete inductor must be added to the resonator design, this performance trend

is fundamentally opposed to the need for tuning, as the design with the lowest tuning-

point impedance will have a low characteristic impedance and a low series-tuned Q. Shunt-

resonator design therefore amounts to a complicated trade-off of volume, performance, and

Q. By retreating from a large resonant capacitor and high impedance mismatch, the designer

must search for low-volume resonators with acceptable attenuation and a Q large enough

to make phase-lock tuning attractive.
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3.2 Resonator design

In a search for shunt-resonant components for a 300 W, 125 kHz converter, many

combinations of low-pass and resonator capacitors were considered. Given the losses and

volume of these elements, the resonant-inductor value, volume, and loss combinations that

would make a shunt-resonator design attractive were computed. No suitable designs were

found, because large resonator Q (Q > 6, large enough perhaps to make locking desirable)

required large volume at the 300 W power level. The capacitors considered for use in the

series-tuned network were self-resonant in the 500 kHz-1 MHz range, and therefore could

serve as effective shunt resonators for converters operating in this frequency range.

A normalized, schematic depiction of the series-tuned problem (at 300 W and 125 kHz)

is shown in Fig. 3.10b. The Q/loss locus for resonators with volume savings comparable to

that of the parallel-tuned case (- 3x) intersects the volume-savings curve at low Q and low

normalized w,. The search for an attractive design amounts to the selection for resonator

components which can support higher Q and lower loss for as little additional volume as

possible (retreating from the initial aim of 3x). In the parallel-tuned case, significant vol-

ume savings were achieved using readily available components, and possible improvements

were never pursued: the border of the resonator locus was never determined and no attempt

was made to find the best possible resonator. In the series-tuned case, "casual" designs met

with failure repeatedly, and the search for lowest possible tuning-point loss, conjoined with

substantial Q and low volume, required a wide-ranging search over component types and

values.

The search for a high-Q shunt network with low tuning-point impedance and low loss

can also be reduced to the problem of shifting the self-resonance of a capacitor downward

in frequency (Fig. 3.11). A suitable design must preserve Q by minimizing added loss, and

provide enough inductance Lshift to move the series-tuned resonance to a useful frequency.

No suitable shunt network was found for the 300 W, 125 kHz converter using capacitors

naturally resonant around 1 MHz: one must go to extreme lengths to design a low-value

inductance (several tens of nH) that limits the increase in tuning-point impedance to a

decade for each decade shift in resonance (note the dashed ESR line in Fig. 3.11a). In

several experiments, large-volume air-core Litz inductors were required to implement the

inductance Lhift with sufficiently low loss. These inductors were impractically large, and

conventional capacitive shunt elements could always provide comparable ripple performance

in the same volume.

Note that if application constraints require the designer to use small shunt capac-

itances, series-tuned resonators can be the best shunt-element alternative. High-power

inverters, for instance, make exclusive use of series-tuned harmonic traps for ripple filter-
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ing. In such cases, if the designer is willing to expend volume to achieve low tuning-point

loss (hence high Q, for small capacitance), phase-lock tuning may be attractive.

(a) Resonance shifting

1Zres 2 |

-Zres1|

ESR .

100

(b) Zres
1

Lshift

ILESL,1

101

Frequency (o/oresi

Figure 3.11: (a) Impedance magnitudes for a capacitor before (IZresi ) and after (IZres 2 1) a shift in

its resonant frequency, controlled by adding a small inductance Lshift in series with the capacitor.

3.3 Magnetically coupled shunt resonator

Magnetically coupled series resonators (Fig. 3.12a) were originally considered for use with

phase-lock tuning because of their decreased sensitivity to resonator loss compared to shunt

designs. Consider the equivalent T-model of Fig. 3.12c. The overall ripple performance is

less sensitive to the resonant-element loss in the series-tuned leg because of the additional

series AC impedance seen from either port. I.e., large impedance mismatches are easier to

achieve with relaxed requirements on the resonant loss, compared to the simple series-tuned

shunt case.

Consider the output filter for a converter shown in Fig. 3.12b. The converter is

represented by a voltage source v, with output resistance r,. The resonant "AC leg" of the

transformer comprises Cr, the winding with self-inductance Lac, and r, which models the

total loss of Cr and Lac. The transfer function between converter output voltage v, the

ac-winding voltage vac is

Vac(S) _
2 LacCr

Vc(s) S2LacCr + srC, + 1
(3.1)
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3.3 Magnetically coupled shunt resonator

Ldc

Lac

(a)

Vdc

rc + lVac~ 
C R

11 c r

(b)

M Ldc - M

rc

Cr R L

\M 

Lac-

(c)

Figure 3.12: (a) Self- and mutual-inductances of the magnetically coupled resonator. (b) Use of the
resonant structure in the output filter for a converter. (c) Equivalent T-model for the transformer.

the bode plot of for which is shown in Fig. 3.13. For frequencies considerably higher than

the low-pass corner wo = 1/ LpCr, 0 is close to 0' when r is negligible compared to the

principly inductive resonator reactance Xac ~ wLac. I.e. in the limit of high Q, the majority

of the AC voltage drop applied at the transformer common node drops in phase across the

AC winding. Since the phase shift between the primary and secondary windings of the

transformer is ideally zero, all three phasor voltages Vc, Vac, and Vc are in phase at for

w > wo. The load voltage phasor VL can then be expressed as the algebraic difference

between V and Vdc such that
VL Vc

Vc Vc

Denoting the turns ratio n = Nac/Nc = Vac/Vc,

VL Vac

V n V

Vac/Vc has a magnitude of n at some frequency - call it win, for maximum attenuation -

where the load ripple transfer function VL/Vc is minimized. Assuming low AC-leg loss and

equating Eqn. 3.1 (evaluated at Wn) to n yields

1 n
Wn =W o

N/rU n-

Ti

n -i

IVL/VI is plotted in Fig. 3.14, with the principle attenuation corner wo and attenuation
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Transfer function: converter output voltage to AC-winding voltage
102

10

10-2
10' 100 10

150-

100-

50-

0-

10-1 10 0

VL) s 
2 + srC. ± 1

Vc(s) ( 2 +srC+ + 1

101

Frequency w/o 0

Figure 3.13: Voltage transfer function from the converter voltage v, to the voltage Vac across the
transformer AC winding, in the limit of low resonator loss (r -- 0)

maximum wm indicated. The ripple attenuation function can be written

VL(s) 
2 + srCr + 1

V(s) ( 2 + srC + 1

or, in terms of the reactive components of the T model of Fig. 3.12c,

VL(S) _ s 2 (Lac - M)Cr + srCr + 1

VC(s) S2 LacCr + srCr + 1

from which wm = 1/ (Lac - M)Cr is clearly seen to be the series-resonant frequency of the

shunt-path resonator in Fig. 3.12c. In the absence of parasitics, the high-frequency ripple

attenuation for w > wm is a constant:

VL(s) wg n - 1
lim = - = i(3.2)

oo Vc(s) W2 n

The maximum attenuation is given by

VL(j m) - Q

Vc(jWm) + + 2

This expression summarizes the "promise" of the magnetically coupled shunt resonator, i.e.

that attenuation increases with Q, unlike the simple shunt case. Here, it would seem, is
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2 Magnetically-coupled resonator attenuation
10

10

0
> 10

CO

10
CI

I I I-2

W0 : We :Wm :Wh
10 3 1 . . 1 .

100 10

Frequency (o/o

Figure 3.14: Parameterized transfer function VL/V, showing voltage attenuation of the magneti-

cally coupled shunt resonator. we and Wh are derived in [16] as a means of placing restrictions on
the principle attenuation corner wo given some attenuation requirement h over the frequency range

Wt <(A < Wh:

We WO (1+h)n-1 w (1-h)n-1

a series-tuned resonator that requires tuning to excite reliably when designed for the best

attenuating performance. Because of practical relationships between Q and Win, however,

this network performs best for low Q.

The transformer arrangement of Fig. 3.12a is, in fact, the so-called "zero-ripple"

filter.5 A transformer turns ratio n just large enough to make up for imperfect coupling

injects the inverse of voltages which drive ripple current toward the load. (E.g., In the case

of perfect coupling, n = 1 nullifies the ripple at the output port.) The transformer network

is an effective ripple filter when its AC leg presents a low impedance to as many frequencies

as possible (i.e., for a spoiled resonant-leg Q). This performance trend is fundamentally

opposed to the need for tuning, as with the pure shunt case. Because better attenuating

performance requires larger volume - ever larger AC-leg capacitance - a complicated

trade-off results. Retreating from the best-performing ripple-steering design, the designer

can search for networks with low volume and a resonant-leg Q sufficiently high to make

locking attractive.

5The "zero-ripple," or ripple-current-steering topology has, interestingly, been rediscovered under various
names on about four occasions [18] dating back to 1928 [19]. See also [20]-[23].
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Magnetically coupled resonator performance
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Figure 3.15: Voltage attenuation for two magnetically coupled resonators employing the same
magnetic elements. The "zero-ripple" design has a turns ratio n close to one, but requires a larger
resonant capacitor C, to bring its maximum attenuation frequency Wm down to the switching fre-
quency (fl, ~ 100 kHz in this example).

In a search conducted for a 300 W buck, 125 kHz converter, no attractive magneti-

cally coupled shunt-resonator designs were found. See Fig. 3.15. With constant magnetic

dimensions, better ripple performance could always be achieved by bringing n closer to one,

increasing high-frequency attenuation and decreasing the shunt-path inductance Lac - M

(see the the T-model in Fig. 3.12). The resulting shunt-leg Q was always spoiled in such a

case (note the shallow attenuation of the "zero-ripple" curve in Fig. 3.15). Though a larger

capacitance Cr was required to resonate with Lac - M near the switching frequency, the

extra capacitor volume necessary was small, given the size of the magnetics necessary to

carry the filter's DC current. As with the shunt-resonator case, however, high AC-leg Q and

phase-lock tuning may be natural design choices when application constraints encourage the

use of small capacitance.
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3.4 Summary

L'
'in L'

I CdI Id
R s C ' --------- -- --- CI

LLCs 0F cf Rd 30paF

Figure 3.16: Resonant input filter design for a 300W buck converter. In the original low-pass
design, L' = 70 pH. In the resonant design, L' = 15.4 pH, L' = 5.4 /H, and Cr = 10IF.

3.4 Summary

Parallel-tuned

Series-tuned

Magnetically coupled

Placed in series with a source or load, parallel-tuned net-

works can typically reduce the volume of magnetics by about

a factor of three. Resonator Q and ripple attenuation in-

crease together, so resonator design amounts to a trade-off of

performance and volume.

Low-Q, capacitor-heavy resonators provide the best ripple at-

tenuation, a trend opposed to the need for tuning. A difficult

optimization of volume, Q, and attenuation performance will

likely be necessary to arrive at a suitable network. Appli-

cations restricted to relatively small capacitances, or those

which can take advantage of the natural inductance of avail-

able capacitors, could benefit from tuned, resonant filters.

As with the series-tuned shunt resonator, low Q and large

capacitance provide the best ripple filtering, and a multi-

dimensional search may be necessary to find suitable net-

works. A limit on capacitor values, again, can favor high-Q

magnetically coupled shunt resonators.
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3.5 Design examples

3.5.1 Design example: low ripple current

Consider the component selection for a resonant input filter, Fig. 3.16, in which the inductors

L' and L' replace the ir-filter inductance L'. The filter is intended for a converter which

must deliver up to 300 W to a 12 V load, and meet a 90 dByiV (0.632 mA) input ripple

specification across 50 Q for 24 V< Vi <40V.

Designing L' establishes a basis for filter-volume comparison. For adequate hold-up

at the MOSFET drain - a typical control requirement - C must be large enough to pass

the maximum pulsed drain current with a ripple voltage of, say, 20% of the DC drain voltage

at 50% duty cycle.

I1 T/2 IoutT
Vdrain idcdt=

A 30 ItF film capacitor for C will limit the drain-voltage ripple to 2.08 V p-p. If C' is

omitted, L' must limit the ripple in 1j, to 0.632 mA. Approximating the current through

L' as
Vdrain

3 27rfsL'

would require L' = 5.2 mH, too large to be practical. The addition of C' = 10 pF shunts

almost 99.7% of i away from the 50 Q source impedance, and increases the allowable

ripple current through L' to 0.2 A. L' can now be 70 pHfl, a reasonable value given the size

of other components in the filter. In this case, L' is the dominant physical element in the

system.

The damping leg of Fig. 3.16 comprises Cd and Rd, and prevents ringing at the low-

pass corner w, = 1/ L2C. Cd is a large-valued electrolytic capacitor with no extraordinary

ESL requirements: its impedance magnitude can begin to rise above we, a decade or more

below the switching frequency.

The resonant/low-pass inductors L' and L' can be chosen from normalized-design

considerations. The fundamental-frequency reactance of L' under full DC bias was predicted

from spectral measurements to be about 38 Q. To match the low-pass performance at

D = 0.3 with an assumed resonator Q of 30 requires, as seen from the appropriate curve

in Fig. 3.7, a normalized tuning-point resonator loss of 0.25 S. This loss corresponds to a
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L2

L1 :iL

+ -------------- -C

Vd Jl ---------------- F RL
:cf. I 0-t

L3

- - - - - - - - - - I

Figure 3.17: Design of the resonant/low-pass (L 1 and L 2 ) and simple low-pass (L3 ) inductors for
the power stage of a prototype 300W buck converter

normalized resonant-inductor reactance at 100 kHz of

X1f 1 12 - - - 1 0.133
XL, QG 0.25 - 30

corresponding to XL2 = 5.09 Q, or L' = 8.10 pH. L 2 was chosen near this value, 5.4 11H

to resonate just under 100 kHz with a 0.47 pF capacitor. Such changes in inductance

are frequently necessary to accommodate available capacitance values. L' was selected by

iterative phasor analysis to meet, along with the resonator, the filtering performance of L'

at D = 0.3. See Sec. 4.2 for details of the cores chosen for L'-L' and measurements of their

filtering performance.

3.5.2 Design example: high ripple current

The choice of parallel-tuned resonator components for a power stage (Fig. 3.17) can be more

complicated if ripple currents are high. Consider again a design for a 300 W, 100 kHz buck

converter with 12 V output. The inductors must support 25 A DC currents, and their total

inductance should not exceed 200 pH. This a priori limit on inductance was chosen as a

means of limiting the size of the complete low-pass/resonant network.

In the case of high ripple currents (> 1% of the corresponding DC values), manufac-

turer's sizing charts for DC-biased inductors can lead to the selection of undersized, lossy

cores. Core selection from manufacturer's permeability and loss charts is complicated by

design interdependence (in the high-ripple case, at least) whenever multiple cores (e.g., L,

and L 2 ) must be selected. I.e., losses depend strongly on AC currents which themselves

depend critically on Q. The designer needs impedances to find currents, and currents to
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Q vs. inductance and Irpp
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Figure 3.18: A set of achievable inductor Q's used to derive a loss model for volume-minimized
inductors at 25 A DC bias with 100 kHz ripple currents. The surface Q = 4.4025e cot.3 8
is a least-squares fit of the log-transformed set. All inductor designs were based on Micrometals
iron-powder toroidal cores.

find impedance, even if inductances are approximately known. The mutual dependence,

moreover, is steep in the design of resonant filters: transfer functions with lightly damped

poles relate impedance and current, and core loss (hence inductor impedance and Q) is a

strong function of peak to peak AC current. The latter dependence is especially strong

for minimal magnetic geometry, when core loss becomes especially significant relative to

winding loss.

Iterative magnetics design and network simulation is a possible, but cumbersome,

means of predicting the performance of resonant networks in the search for a low-volume

choice of cores. Rather than designing magnetics at each iteration, however, the designer

can construct a loss model for a large set of inductors for the resonant network. The strategy,

essentially, is "break the design loop" at AC current, and select volume-minimized cores

for many inductors given their DC current, ripple-current frequency, and ripple magnitude.

The inductance must be specified too, or at least approximated, to obtain initial guesses

the field quantities used in the iterative magnetics design. A loss model can be derived from

a plot the computed Q versus ripple magnitude and inductance (close to the initial guess

for inductance, hopefully), assuming that voltages are applied by the external circuit which
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drive the AC currents used to compute loss. A surface results (Fig. 3.18) that indicates

the achievable Q of volume-minimized inductors. Should this surface be well-approximated

by a simple function, the task of minimizing the dimensions of a multi-inductor network

(with the DC bias and ripple frequency assumed in the loss model's derivation) is simplified

considerably.

The loss model derived for powdered-iron toroids with 25 A DC bias and 100 kHz

ripple is shown in Fig. 3.18. The results show that Q depends much more strongly on peak-

peak AC current than on a particular value of inductance. A simple exponential loss model,
-2.378

Q = 4.4025ePP3 , is a least-squares fit of the log-transformed data set which summarizes

the dependence of Q on AC current for volume-minimized inductors. The loss model was

applied to the evaluation of low-pass/resonant networks which divided 200 pH in various

proportions between L, and L2 . Phasor analysis showed that the best ripple attenuation,

with realistic loss, was achieved with Li = 120 pH and L2 = 80 pH. L 3 = 600 pH, computed

with the loss model and verified with core manufacturer's software, was designed to match

the resonant network's performance at D = 0.3. See Sec. 4.2 for details of the cores chosen

for L 1-L 3 and measurements of their filtering performance.

For high ripple-current resonator designs, the selection of cores can be viewed as a

trade-off between resonator Q and component rating. In a parallel-tuned power stage, the

designer can achieve continuous conduction for less total inductor volume inasmuch as Q

is large. A Q that is too high eventually increases total inductor volume, however, because

a resonant inductor must increase in size (for a given core material) to carry circulating

currents with low loss.
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Chapter 4

Phase-lock Tuning

4.1 Phase-lock tuning

R ESONANT excitation is equivalent to maintaining a resistive phase relationship (00)

between resonator voltage and current (note the impedance angles in Fig. 4.1). Be-

cause the phase response of a series- or parallel-tuned circuit monotonically increases or

decreases around the 00 tuning point, it can be used as an error signal to control for exci-

tation at the point of maximum immitance. The phase-lock tuning system presented here

employs this method precisely, feeding back the phase difference between resonator voltage

and current to drive a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) toward the resonator's tuning

frequency.

A control topology to excite a series resonance at its minimum-impedance point is

shown in Fig. 4.2a. The dual of this tuning system is shown in Fig. 4.2b, which drives a

parallel resonance at its maximum-impedance point (its resistive-impedance point). The

control circuitry in either case generates the frequency command shown at the right. This

command specifies the fundamental - but not the harmonic content or DC level - of the

sources on the left of the block diagrams. In a power converter, the frequency command

would represent an adjustable PWM frequency.

To excite the parallel- and series-tuned resonators, the controller must, in either

case, adjust the fundamental drive frequency such that the resonator current and voltage

fundamentals are in phase. The inner-loop PLLs in Figs. 4.2a and b serve two functions in

this regard. They provide, first of all, a 90' phase shift in lock, which allows a subsequent

phase detector (multiplier 1) to develop zero average output for a 0 V-I resonant condition

in the resonators. By itself, this phase shift is poor motivation for introducing the complexity

of a PLL, as the designer could employ a phase detector with 00 offset.1 The more significant

In fairness to an inner-loop PLL, phase detectors with 00 phase offset (state-machine detectors, typically)

can be confounded by the edge timing of PWM waveforms. Signal conditioning of some sort (a filter or PLL)

will probably be necessary to develop a signal with zero-crossings in phase with the fundamental component

of such waveforms.
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Figure 4.1: Frequency response of second-order tuned circuits, normalized to the natural frequency

Wn = 1/ LC. The impedance magnitude at a single frequency can indicate proximity to resonance
(with calibration) but not whether resonance lies above or below the stimulus frequency. The
impedance phase, however, increases or decreases monotonically, and its difference from 0' is an
error signal indicating the distance and direction to resonance.

function of the inner-loop PLLs, then, is to reject harmonics by locking on the fundamental

component of an input waveform.

Consider, for example, the parallel-resonator tuning system of Fig. 4.2b. The dif-

ferential amplifier measures the AC voltage across parallel-tuned tank, a signal with, pre-

sumably, a large fundamental component. The current through the parallel-tuned circuit,

however, is dominated by its harmonic content, since the resonator suppresses the fun-

damental inasmuch as its Q is large. The PLL effectively filters this harmonic content,

extracting a signal proportional to the fundamental current only. The AC tank currents

can have arbitrary harmonic content as long as the phase-lock loop employs a VCO with

sinusoidal output. I.e., as long as one input of multiplier 2 is sinusoidal, the product wave-

form is a useful phase-detector signal when the AC tank current is any periodic waveform

with roughly the same fundamental frequency. The low-pass PLL dynamics ensure that the

multiplier develops an average detector voltage proportional to the phase error between the

fundamental frequencies of its inputs: all other sum or difference frequencies are effectively

attenuated. With proper selection of gains, the PLL will apply negative feedback to drive

its phase error to zero, producing a quadrature replica of the fundamental AC resonator

current even when this current is dominated by harmonics.

Multiplier 1 accepts at its inputs the phase-lock replica of the fundamental AC tank-

current waveform (shifted by 90' from the original), and a measurement of the AC tank
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the phase-lock tuning system, demonstrating two possible methods
of sensing resonator AC voltages and currents. Equivalent tuning controls can be implemented by
switching the sensing connections, e.g., by phase-locking to the tank voltage rather than the tank
current in the upper diagram. Such an approach, however, does not take advantage of phase-lock
loop's ability to cleanly extract the fundamental component from the signal most dominated by
harmonics,

voltage. Again, only the fundamental components of the the multiplier inputs produce an

average output, a product in this case proportional to the phase difference between the

fundamentals of resonator voltage and current. Multiplier 1 has zero average output (zero

error) for a 900 phase shift between its inputs, or zero error for a 00 V-I phase relationship

at the resonator. Because of the resonator's monotonic phase slope, loop gains with the

proper sign always push the outer-loop VCO (and hence the controlled AC source) towards

the resonator's tuning frequency.

To illustrate the need for harmonic rejection, consider the resonant-excitation system

of Fig. 4.3a. The power amplifier (PA) drives a series-tuned resonator at the fundamental

frequency commanded by the VCO, but with harmonics not present in the VCO output (e.g.,

as in a class D amplifier or a switching converter). The capacitive divider presents a high
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(a) (b)

PA PA
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multiplier

PLL

Figure 4.3: Alternate resonant-excitation topologies. The PA blocks are power transimpedance
amplifiers with current-drive outputs. The capacitive dividers sense the current driving the series-
tuned resonators (far left in each subfigure) with a 900 phase shift.

impedance to resonator currents relative to the resonator capacitance, and provides a scaled

version of the resonator's internal node voltage which, at the series-resonant frequency, is

a measure of the PA driving current shifted 900. Were the PA drive purely sinusoidal, the

system of Fig. 4.3a provides everything need to acquire lock: voltage and current measure-

ments with a phase relationship at resonance corresponding to zero phase-detector error.

Because the PA output voltage is harmonic-rich in most switching converters, however, the

system does not provide a perfect measure of a phase shift between voltage and current fun-

damentals. I.e., some harmonic-current signals will appear at the capacitive-divider output,

which - when multiplied by the corresponding voltage harmonics from the PA output -

will produce many low-frequency product terms within the tuning system's control band-

width. Though a detailed treatment would require knowledge of the PA output impedance

and resonator Q, these harmonic product terms might be significant compared to the fun-

damental term if, for instance, the PA were loaded so heavily at the resonator's tuning

frequency that its fundamental-voltage output became small. With aggressive filtering in

the signal paths leading to the multiplier, though, such a tuning system might be feasible.

Tuning with no special filtering may nevertheless be feasible in systems with relatively small

power-amplifier harmonic content and low-Q resonators [24].

The topology of Fig. 4.3a accentuates harmonic-term FM of the VCO; the scheme of

Fig. 4.3b avoids this problem by multiplying the sensed current with the sinusoidal output

of the VCO, eliminating all low-frequency product terms except that contributed by the

V-I fundamentals. Such a design, however, is only useful when the commanded and driven

phase (the phase at the input and output of the PA) are equal. For a switching power

amplifier under duty-ratio control, the PA introduces duty-ratio-dependent phase shift for
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Figure 4.4: Tuning points of a parallel-resonant circuit with low unloaded Q. Note: for inductor
Q values above 10, these resonant points all converge to within 1% of frequency.

any D = 0.5. So, while useful for square-wave excitation of a resonance [25], the depicted

scheme does not have the flexibility of the inner-PLL topology of Fig. 4.2.

4.1.1 Equivalence of phase and impedance tuning conditions

In the tank of a practical parallel-resonant filter, as suggested in Fig. 4.4(a), the inductor

is the chief source of loss. Such an "almost parallel" tuned circuit can have a low unloaded

Q (< 20) in power applications, and may exhibit the multiple resonant conditions shown in

Fig. 4.4(b):

Equal-reactance res-

onance

XC = XL is the tuning condition for series resonators.

In the parallel case, the impedance of the inductive

leg is composed of XL and R, an impedance which

is greater than - and not 1800 out of phase with -

XC. The total current iT is greater than its minimum

value and not in phase with the voltage.
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Figure 4.5: Linearized model for the phase-sensing tuning system in lock.

Anti-resonance

Unity-power-factor

resonance

(viz. maximum impedance resonance). By altering

the value of the inductor slightly (and holding its Q

constant), a new frequency is found where iT is min-

imized and the total parallel reactance is maximized.

Again, iT is out of phase with the voltage.

The 0' V-I resonant point, found by adjusting the

inductance at constant Q so that XL + R just

cancels the capacitive reactance. The value of a

parallel-equivalent inductor for this condition is al-

ways smaller than the L shown in Fig.4.4(a), result-

ing in a resonant frequency different than the other

two cases.

The relative frequencies of these three tuning points are not in the order shown for all cases,

but above a Q of ten, they converge to within a percent of frequency. Tuning for zero phase

difference between the current entering the resonator and the voltage at its terminals results

in operation not appreciably different from tuning for maximum impedance: the proposed

control scheme can effectively maintain operation where the resonator provides maximum

ripple attenuation.
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4.1.2 Tuning system dynamics

Fig. 4.5 shows a linear model for the tuning system dynamics in lock. The Wres reference is

the 0' V-I tuning frequency of the resonant filter. This reference can vary from resonator

to resonator due to component tolerances, and can experience abrupt changes during load-

step inductance swings. The K4 block represents the fundamental-frequency phase-sensing

action of the inner-loop PLL. When the inner-loop PLL dynamics are fast compared to the

overall tuning dynamics, phase-shift sensing - i.e. the generation of a quadrature replica

of resonator voltage or current, and the operation of the outer-loop phase detector - can

be represented algebraically. K , is then just the small-signal phase gain of the resonator,

the incremental change in phase-shift for an excursion Aw of the switching frequency away

from wres:

K[ tan- ( 1 L LC wR
W=rs dw W W~ (-- - W2) 2 +() e

2L _ 2 2Q

R wresRC Wres

The three remaining blocks, Kd, H(s), and KO are identical to their counterparts in the

linearized model of the basic PLL (Sec. 2.2). H(s) is a loop-shaping filter which, in the

prototype systems, contains an integrator to support the VCO command with zero steady-

state frequency error, and a low-frequency pole to further limit the bandwidth of phase-error

signals from the outer-loop multiplier (see Sec. 2.1.2). Note that no integrator is required

in the "nested-PLL" model because the tuning system does not operate on phase signals,

but aligns frequencies. The output of the KO block, the converter frequency command, can

sustain arbitrary phase shift (e.g., from converter dynamics) without affecting the operation

of the tuning system. A more detailed view of the frequency-tuning circuitry used in the

prototype systems is shown in Fig. 4.6 and in Appendix B.

Though the block diagram of Fig. 4.5 has proven satisfactory for developing tuning

controls, it does not indicate all details relevant to locking and hold-in performance. In

particular, the K4 block summarizes the result of multiplications involving two sensed

signals, each of which is a potential source of destabilizing disturbances. Though it is difficult

to determine whether the performance of the system depicted in Fig. 4.5 is limited by the

inner loop, the tuning controller exhibits the locking and hold-in trade-off typical of a simple

PLL (Sec. 2.3.3). I.e., choice of a narrow outer-loop bandwidth can has been observed to

prevent (not just slow) the tuning process, as might be expected for PLL pull-in acquisition

of a noisy signal. The converter ripple waveforms sensed by the tuning controller can be
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of the tuning circuitry used in the prototype tuning system. The resonator
voltage and current inputs refer to the topology of Fig. 4.2b. See Appendix B for component values.

small signals (< l0mV) with large ringing voltages around switch transitions. Though

controllers that reliably achieved resonance-lock in less than a second have been tested,

the noise theory of the PLL (a cumbersome topic) has not been extended to explain these

results or guide the selection of outer-loop bandwidth.

4.2 Application to a DC-DC converter

Fig. 4.7 depicts the phase-lock tuning system applied to a buck converter with a resonant

power-stage filter network. By sensing voltage and current in the parallel-tuned network,

the tuning controls align the switching frequency with the transmission null of the resonant

power stage. The control circuitry is amenable to integration because it processes only

signal power levels. The AC tank voltage can be measured with a single control connection
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A B

PLL --- Road

gate-

drive
circuitry

fite

Figure 4.7: Block diagram of phase-lock tuning system used to align a buck converter's switching
frequency to the maximum-impedance resonance of its output filter. A ground-referenced voltage

measurement is made at point A, from which the AC voltage across the tank is determined. The

resonator current is measured at point B.

(assuming the load voltage is nearly constant). Inductor current is often sensed and used by

commercial controllers. The VCO and gate-drive circuitry likewise represent no additional

complexity in the converter control circuitry: the VCO, in particular, can be implemented

with simple modifications to a conventional controller's free-running oscillator. 2

To demonstrate the benefits of controlled resonant excitation, resonators were incor-

porated in a 300 W buck converter with 12 V output and an input voltage ranging from

24-40 V. Consider first the power-stage resonant network designed in Sec. 3.5.2 (see Fig. 4.7).

As seen from the measured current ripple in Fig. 4.8, both the resonant and low-pass net-

works meet a flat 120 mA maximum-ripple-current specification for all duty ratios greater

than 0.38. The ripple-current fundamental has the largest magnitude at D = 0.5, around

which point the resonant filter obtains the greatest benefit from its parallel-tuned network

and outperforms the single inductor at each duty ratio in the range 0.38 < D < 0.62. The

actively tuned filter achieves this performance for 3.7 times less total filter volume (151 cm 3 ,

compared to 557 cm 3 ) and 3.6 times less total filter mass (0.691 kg, compared to 2.50 kg)

than the conventional single inductor. If smaller core volume and weight improvements are

acceptable, the resonant system could match the performance of L 3 over a wider range of

2
Note that the prototype tuning controller (See Appendix B) is unnecessarily complex because it was

implemented with discrete control elements. E.g., the frequency command is communicated to the PWM

controller through modulation of the controller's RC oscillator. A fully integrated controller could employ a

single oscillator, avoiding altogether the problem of synchronizing the VCO and PWM-controller frequencies.
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duty ratios. LI has a full single-layer winding and is about 50% saturated at full load cur-

rent, so a further decrease in its ripple current (an increase in its inductance) would require a

shift to an even larger core a more expensive core material. These results demonstrate that

the proposed active-tuning approach can provide dramatic improvements in performance

for a given limit on passive-element size. The conventional filter mass (2.5 kg) necessary to

match the deep continuous-conduction performance of the resonant filter is impractically

large. The resonant filter, at 691 g, is, perhaps, of acceptable size, and enables operation

at lower ripple ratios than might otherwise be practical.

Deep continuous conduction - or, equivalently, low ripple ratios - favor resonant

filters. Circulating tank currents are Q times larger than ripple currents at the resonator

terminals, and can produce large peak AC flux density (hence high loss) in a resonant

inductor. Should the designer choose to operate with higher power-stage ripple, a resonant

inductor using the same core material may have to be made larger to support circulating

currents with acceptable Q. Nevertheless, resonant filter designs with typical ripple ratios of

5-20% can still be dramatically smaller than conventional low-pass designs of comparable

performance.

Furthermore, it should be noted that very low ripple ratios are common in input

and output filters for switching converters: in such applications, resonant networks offer

clear volume and mass savings. Consider the resonant input filter designed in Sec. 3.5.1

(see Fig. 4.9). The AC currents measured through L' or L', respectively, are plotted in

Fig. 4.9 as a function of duty ratio. The resonant and low-pass networks have essentially

identical performance and, when incorporated in a ir-section filter with a capacitance C,

across a 50 Q source impedance, meet a flat -90 dBytV ripple specification. The resonant

filter matches the performance of the conventional design with 92 g and 19 cm 3, 3.0 times

less total filter volume and 2.8 times less mass than with L 3 alone.

The converters in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 were never tested with simultaneous output-

voltage and switching-frequency regulation. Though switching-frequency adjustments nec-

essary to track abrupt resonance shifts might perturb output voltage slightly, duty-ratio

control will be able to reject such disturbances in the same manner as load steps. No com-

plicated control interactions are anticipated because duty-ratio variation cannot alter the

base switching frequency or filter resonant frequency. A time-varying duty ratio capable

of producing ripple subharmonics will, furthermore, not affect the phase-lock circuitry for

well-designed VCO ranges. Subharmonic frequencies can always be excluded from the inner

PLL's hold-in range, so that all components of the phase-detector voltage not produced by

the base switching frequency will lie outside the tuning system's control bandwidth.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the core sizes and peak-peak inductor current for the resonant/low-pass

(L1 and L 2) and simple low-pass (L3) magnetics for the power stage of a prototype 300W buck

converter. Micrometals core data: L1 OD 3", Ht. 1", Vol. 7.069 in3 /115.8cm 3 , Wt. 0.533 kg;

L 2 OD 2.25", Ht. 0.55", Vol. 2.187 in 3/35.82 cm3 , Wt. 0.158 kg; L3 OD 5.2", Ht. 1.6", Vol.

33.98 in 3 /556.6 cm 3 , Wt. 2.50 kg
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the core sizes and peak-peak inductor-network current of the single-

inductor and resonant filters. Micrometals core data: L' and L' OD 1.3", Ht. 0.437", Vol. 1.16 in3

total, Wt. 0.092 kg total; L' OD 3", Ht.=0.5", Vol. 3.53 in 3, Wt. 0.259 kg. Filter capacitors were

small ITW Paktron Capstick parts, and did not contribute greatly to filter volume.
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Figure 4.10: Parallel-tuned resonant filters can be applied to the power stages of most major PWM
switching-converter topologies.

4.3 Alternative implementations

Resonators constructed from discrete components can be incorporated in most major con-

verter topologies, direct or indirect, isolated or non-isolated (Fig. 4.10). More elegant, how-

ever, is the use of tuning for structures which expressly incorporate resonances in a hybrid

reactive element. Phase-lock tuning can realize the benefits of such resonant structures that,

like the lumped resonator in the example filter, are otherwise limited by component toler-

ances. Single-resonant[26] and multi-resonant[27] inductors, for instance, use magnetically

coil 1

OA \M, C

coil 2

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.11: Hybrid inductive-capacitive elements that exhibit resonances. (a) and (c), self-

resonant inductors with large inter-turn or inter-coil capacitance. (b) schematic depiction resonant

foil capacitor, similar to a typical film capacitor without extended-foil contacts.
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coupled tuned circuits to produce high impedances at discrete frequencies. Such structures

exploit mutual inductance and inter-winding capacitance (M and C in Fig. 4.11a) between

coils to introduce impedance peaks at one or more frequencies. Additional coils that do not

carry DC current can be magnetically coupled to the principle winding, and two-terminal

devices with as many as three resonances have been demonstrated in [27].

The self-resonant capacitor/inductor hybrids of [28]-[32], are wound-foil structures

which exhibit repeatable resonances with low loss. Schematically, these hybrid structures

introduce controlled self-inductance in galvanically isolated foil turns (Fig. 4.11b) to imple-

ment a series-resonant capacitor, or introduce controlled inter-turn capacitance in a single

foil strip (Fig. 4.11c) to produce a parallel-resonant inductor. Such structures can have

particularly low loss (a 170 kHz Q of 155 is reported in [32]) because of the low-impedance

foil construction and the use of the same conductor for both magnetic and electric storage.

Shunt resonators, which for discrete passives were found impractically lossy in the design

example, may perhaps be implemented inexpensively with good performance using such

hybrid passive elements.

Variations in driving circuitry, manufactured geometry, and temperature (and, im-

portantly, DC magnetizing force and AC flux density when magnetic materials are present)

can alter the tuning point of all these resonant structures to such a degree that their fil-

tering properties may be of little benefit in a practical system without tuning. Moreover,

distributed models or high-order finite-dimensional approximations are required, in the case

of foil resonators at least, to predict resonant frequencies. With active-tuning control for

excitation at resonance, the full filtering benefits of the above-mentioned structures can be

practically realized with minimal design effort. Though not employed for filtering, core-

less planar transformers[33] and core-less twisted-coil transformers[34] exhibit maximum-

efficiency points characterized by resistive V-I phase relationships at their ports. Effective

use of such structures, likewise, is a task ideally suited to phase-sensing control.

Phase-lock controls can be applied to tune a filter resonant frequency rather than

a converter switching frequency. An electrically controlled reactance implemented, for in-

stance, with a cross-field reactor (Fig. 4.12, and see [35]-[37]) can shift a filter transmission

null as currents are applied to its control winding. As illustrated in Fig. 4.12, a cross-field

reactor comprises a magnetic core with two windings that produce perpendicular magnetic

fields. The windings are not mutually coupled (i.e., flux from either winding does not link

the other) so the device exhibits no "transformer action" in the normal sense. One port,

termed the inductance winding, serves as a controlled inductance and carries a ripple cur-

rent with, possibly, some DC bias. The other port, the control winding, carries a DC current
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Figure 4.12: Structural diagram of a cross-field reactor. The magnetic core is wound with two
windings (an annular coil and a toroidal coil) that are not coupled in the usual sense.

which drives the core a controlled amount into saturation and adjusts the effective induc-

tance seen from the inductance winding. A nested PLL topology like that presented for the

frequency-tuning case can excite the control winding to maintain operation at resonance.

The resonance-tuning approach, significantly, can support attenuation of multiple frequen-

cies by independently tuning multiple resonant networks. When an inductance winding is

designed to support a DC bias current, the cross-field reactor is less sensitive to control

currents (i.e., larger currents are required to adjust the core's effective permeability). For

this reason, an electrically controlled inductance can be implemented with less expensive

power-electronic controls when used as a shunt filter element carrying only AC currents.

In series-tuned networks considered for the prototype tuning system (Sec. 3.2.2), air-core

shunt inductances were found to have unacceptably large losses. The necessary of core

loss accompanying a tunable shunt reactance was deemed impractical for the power levels

considered, so a resonance-tuning system was never implemented.

Magnetic tuning may also be valuable in ripple-current-steering structures ([18]-[23])

where control of coupling can improve performance. The discussion of magnetically coupled

shunt resonator in Sec. 3.3 described a "zero-ripple" condition in which a transformer turns

ratio just large enough to make up for imperfect coupling nullifies voltages which drive ripple

current toward a port of interest. This process of ripple-current steering - the "zero-ripple"

condition - is classically expressed as a condition on coupling rather than turns ratio, and

early papers describe mechanical means of tuning coupling for maximum filter attenuation

[18]. Control over permeability at some region of a magnetic circuit (by means similar

to those employed in a cross-field structure) may provide an effective electrical means of

controlling coupling. A phase-sensing tuning system could be naturally extended to drive

coupling toward the "zero-ripple" condition.
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Chapter 5

Integrated Filter Elements

T HE DESIGN trends of magnetically coupled shunt resonators - particularly attempts

to reduce their shunt impedance across frequency - lead to a elegant extension of

the filtering applications of the transformer network shown in Fig. 5.1a. Sec. 5.1 details the

theory behind this technique: a passive inductance cancellation method implemented with

magnetically coupled windings. The experimental results presented in Sec. 5.2 demonstrate

the EMI performance achievable with this new method. The inductance-nulling magnetics

can be implemented in several fashions, including conventional windings and printed PCB

windings, or incorporation directly into a film-wound power-capacitor structure, requiring

little additional volume. The resulting capacitor/transformer - an integrated filter element

- shows a dramatic and repeatable performance increase over conventional filter networks.

Sec. 5.3 addresses the construction of integrated filter elements, arguing that their film-

wound structure permits inexpensive and reliable manufacturing. Finally, Sec. 5.4 suggests

directions for further development of the inductance-nulling method and the integrated filter

element.

(a) (b) (c)

N1 : N2 N1 : N2 Lt1 LM L11 - LM
NodeA _ . -

L22 - LM < 0
C

Lt2

Figure 5.1: (a) Model of the integrated filter element with parasitics removed. (b) The coupled
windings of the integrated element, with magnetizing and leakage inductances shown. (c) A A-Y
transformation of the impedances measured between each terminal pair (with the third terminal
open-circuited, in each case) results in a T-model for the transformer.
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Figure 5.2: Coupled windings, showing the paths of mutual flux 'DM and leakage fluxes D11 and

'22. The inductance matrix which relates flux linkages to coil currents can have a "physical" form

which reflects the actual paths seen by the magnetic flux, or a "phenomenonological" form like that

shown on the lower left. In this inductance matrix, L 11 and L 22 are the self-inductances measured

from either winding, and LM is the windings' mutual inductance. Without further information

about the magnetic coupling (e.g., the turns ratio), such terminal measurements do not determine

a unique physical model of the magnetic circuit.

5.1 Principle of Operation

A passive inductance matrix is, from energy considerations, positive semidefinite. The

entries of an inductance matrix, or the inductances used to model the terminal relations

of a multi-port inductive network, however, can be negative. Consider the physical model

in Fig. 5.1b of the transformer of Fig. 5.1a, including parasitics. The model includes the

magnetizing inductance L,, reflecting finite core permeability, and the leakage inductances

Lf, and L12 , modelling the imperfect coupling between transformer windings. Lei and

Le2 are large insofar as flux from one winding does not link turns on the other winding

(cf. D11 and 422 in Fig. 5.2). The leakage and magnetizing inductances are "physical" -

hence positive - because they correspond to energy storage within the magnetic structure.

Note, however, that the physical model has four parameters (the turns ratio and the three

inductances already mentioned) but can be modelled by a two-port network characterized

by three impedances. As suggested by the equivalent inductance matrix formulation in

Fig. 5.2, other "non-physical" inductances can preserve the terminal V-I (A-I) relationships

of a magnetic structure. By including, for instance, an inaccessible internal node in the

transformer model (Fig. 5.1c), a branch inductance can be negative while preserving the

positive inductances seen from each port.

Shunt-path inductance cancellation is possible when a transformer's mutual induc-
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(a) (b)

LM L11 - Lm Lm L11 - Lm

L 22 - LM <0 AL ~ 0

LESL:

Self-
resonant

capacitor

model IL

Figure 5.3: (a) The integrated-element schematic from Fig. 5.1a redrawn, including important
parasitics, but otherwise leaving terminal I-V relations unchanged. (b) When L11 - LM is chosen
to be close to the capacitor's ESL, the shunt network reduces to a capacitance with small ESL, i.e.
AL = -Lm + L 11 - LESL ~ 0.

tance LM exceeds the self-inductances L 1 1 or L 2 2 of either winding. The maximum mutual

inductance between two coils is limited by the positive semidefinite condition of the induc-

tance matrix:

LL22 - L2 ;> 0 -> LM L 11 L2 2

I.e., LM is constrained to be less than or equal to the geometric mean between the self

inductances. The coupling coefficient k is defined by the extent to which LM achieves this

maximum value:

LM
v!LnHL22

The designer is free to choose L 22 > L 1 1 , which even for moderate coupling can result

in a difference L 2 2 - LM less than zero (Fig. 5.1a). Note that the impedance seen across

the the N 2 winding (with the N1 winding open-circuited opposite Node A) is still just

L22 - LM + LM = L 22 , the winding self-inductance.

Fig. 5.3a shows the application of the T-model from Fig. 5.1c to a capacitor whose

equivalent series inductance (ESL) the transformer is intended to cancel. When L 22 - LM

is chosen to be negative and close in magnitude to LESL, AL = -Lm ± L 1 1 + LESL ~ 0,

and the integrated element can be modelled by the T-network of Fig. 5.3b with an (almost)

purely capacitive and resistive shunt impedance. L1 1 is necessarily larger than LM whenever
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L22 - LM < 0, so the network adds a series inductance which can react with a capacitance

shunted across the output port (the "quiet" port opposite Node A in Fig. 5.1a) to provide

roll-off equivalent to two cascaded L-section filters.

Figure 5.4: Construction of an integrated filter element, with windings added outside the capacitor

package for a proof-of-concept design. A foil layer is wound first, and kept short to provide a low-

impedance shunt path for ripple current. The DC winding is placed on top of the foil turns, such

that its self-inductance (and the coupling of between the windings) is large enough to increase the

mutual inductance LM above the AC-winding self-inductance.

5.1.1 Implementations of an Integrated Filter Element

In order to develop low shunt impedance over a broad frequency range, a practical integrated-

element design must provide reliable shunt inductance cancellation with as little additional

shunt resistance as possible. The inductance L 22 - LM is negative but still lossy, and in-

creases by its equivalent series resistance the minimum shunt impedance of the integrated

element. Short sections of Litz wire or short, broad foils are therefore the best construc-

tion alternatives for the AC winding (the winding with self-inductance L 22 ) because they

contribute minimally to the overall AC shunt resistance.

To achieve an LM sufficiently large for effective inductance cancellation requires a

DC-winding self-inductance L 11 larger than L 22 and a coupling coefficient equal to:

k L22 - LESL

V/LnL22

In experiments with various construction techniques, foil AC windings minimized additional

shunt resistance and achieved the coupling necessary for ESL cancellation.
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The experimental inductance-cancelling transformers were wound on the outside of

United Chemi-Con U767D 2200 pF, 35V electrolytic capacitors as shown in Fig. 5.4. The

capacitor body was used as a coil form to demonstrate the viability of incorporating similar

windings inside the package along with the capacitor plates. In the best-performing design,

the shunt-leg inductance (the AC winding) was wound from two layers of 1 mil copper

foil 1 inch wide, separated by 1 mil Mylar adhesive tape. The AC-winding length was

selected for the minimum length necessary to achieve the coupling (hence the negative

inductance) capable of cancelling the electrolytic capacitor's ESL. The capacitor package's

circumference was 7.1 cm, and one and three-quarters turns were found just sufficient for

inductance cancellation, and limited the total AC-winding resistance to 7 mQ at 100 kHz.

A DC winding comprising several turns of 18-gauge magnet wire was coiled tightly over

the AC winding and glued in place. The three-terminal integrated element was completed

by soldering the the DC and AC windings together at one end (Node A in Fig. 5.1a) then

soldering the free end of the AC winding to the capacitor's positive terminal.

Because the coupling between the windings was not known a priori, the enamel on the

DC winding was removed at various tap points to permit adjustment of the self-inductance

L 11 . The EMI experiments detailed below were conducted with contacts soldered at the

various taps: corresponding to each is a different mutual inductance and hence a different

negative inductance L 2 2 - LM. The transformer impedances were measured beforehand to

find the tap point corresponding to the best possible cancellation of LESL. In practice,

the measurement uncertainty of small winding impedances required each experiment be

repeated with slight tap adjustments to improve filtering performance.

The construction methods for the experimental integrated elements were indeed

crude, but the tap-point adjustment - for fixed winding geometry - only needs to be

determined once for a given magnetics design. The viability of repeated inductance cancel-

lation, its dependence on repeatable geometry rather than material or contact properties,

is explored further in Sec. 5.3. The U767D has an especially high self-resonant frequency,

with a mean ESL of about 17.6 nH and mean ESR of 22.1 mQ. Allowing for a residual

inductance AL equal to 5% of the uncancelled ESL, the upward inflection of the U767D's

impedance could be increased 20 times (beyond 1 MHz), and so be useful at switching and

EMI frequencies. Where a is the fraction residual inductance (0.05, in this case), the upper

impedance corner where XESL = RESR is at an angular frequency

RESR

aLESL
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(a) LJSN
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1-fl---Rjoad
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Figure 5.5: (a) Full schematic of the conducted-EMI test setup. C1 denotes two 22 /F monolithic
ceramic capacitors (United Chemi-Con TCD51E1E226M). The devices under test are all based on
the the 2200 tF U767D capacitor: the integrated element described in Sec. 5.1.1, the "full-wound"
capacitor of Fig. 5.7, and the capacitor alone. LISN data: Solar Electronics 8309-5-TS-100N, shunt
capacitance 0.10 piF, series inductance 5 pH, 50 Q termination by instrument. (b) Functional
diagram of the EMI test stand. The buck converter provides a pulsed-current stimulus to the input-
filter network. The input filter diverts AC currents away from the DC source Vi,, and its effectiveness
is measured by the LISN voltage VLISN, itself a measure Of iripple-

5.2 Experimental results

Conducted EMI performance of the integrated filter element was measured with the test

setup of Fig. 5.5. The experimental shunt elements were employed as the principle low-

impedance elements in the input filter of a buck converter. As is typical in converter

input filters, a high-frequency capacitor (in this case the two capacitors C1 ), were added in

parallel with the device under test. Attenuation improvement was measured at the LISN

port in A-B comparisons between a simple capacitor, an integrated filter element, and

"full-wound" L-section filter (Fig. 5.7). This latter element was introduced to distinguish

between attenuation due to series reactance rolling off with C 1 , and extra attenuation due

to inductance cancellation. The "full-wound" element makes no use of transformer action,

but, with three times the turns, has a much higher series inductance than the integrated

filter element.
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Figure 5.6: LISN power spectra for the case of (a) the capacitor alone, (b) the capacitor and

inductor of Fig. 5.7, and (c) the integrated filter element shown in Fig. 5.4. The converter was

operated at 50% duty cycle, at 10.04 A DC output current.
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Ls

C

Figure 5.7: A "full-wound" inductor-capacitor structure used to distinguish , by comparison with

the integrated filter element of Fig. 5.4, the effects series reactance and shunt inductance cancellation.

The inductor-capacitor structure shown here adds series inductance L, (wound on the capacitor)

but does not alter the shunt impedance of the capacitor C.

5.2.1 Results from the switching converter

LISN-power spectra obtained for the capacitor, inductor-capacitor, and integrated filter

element are shown in Fig. 5.6a-c, respectively. A spectrum analyzer set at 9 kHz resolution

bandwidth measured the LISN voltage through a 20 dB attenuator. The converter was

operated at 50% duty cycle with 10.04 A DC output current, so the MOSFET drain drew

a 20 A p-p square wave of current from the input supply and filter. The results show that

while series inductance aids in attenuation around the switching frequency (100 kHz in

this example), the low-frequency rise of the electrolytic-capacitor impedance (i.e., when its

inductance is not reduced) severely limits EMI performance. The integrated element adds

27 dBm attenuation at the switching fundamental over the simple capacitor, and around

25 dBm attenuation at EMI frequencies. While attenuation at the fundamental is about

equal for the "full-wound" inductor-capacitor and the integrated element, the inductance-

cancellation technique improves EMI-frequency attenuation by about 15 dBm.

5.2.2 Series inductance

The power spectra of Fig. 5.6 were measured in the presence of common-mode currents

unintentionally conducted through the control power supply. Extra common-mode filtering

decreased the performance improvement of the integrated filter element over the inductor-

capacitor, and suggests that part of the latter element's performance limits might be due
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Figure 5.8: Frequency response of the input filter (transfer function from input current to LISN

voltage) for the converter of Fig. 5.5. This curve was obtained by varying the switching frequency of

the test converter across a -50%/+100% range and observing the attenuation of fundamental and

harmonic ripple components.

to coupling past its conduction path. The inductor-capacitor and integrated element have

different impedances seen from their output ports, so the higher series inductance of the

"full-wound" element may have resulted in an unfair comparison.

To resolve this ambiguity and characterize the integrated-element impedances as

a function of frequency, two experiments were carried out to approximate a high-current

sweep with a sinusoidal source. In the first experiment, the converter switching frequency

(using the setup of Fig. 5.5) was adjusted to permit A-B attenuation comparisons over a

continuum of frequencies. The frequency response (transfer function from input current to

LISN voltage) of the capacitor and integrated element, calculated from power measurements

at the fundamental and second-harmonic frequencies, is shown in Fig. 5.8. The frequency

response shows the filtering effect of integrated element's series inductance: the integrated

filter element benefits substantially, not surprisingly, from roll-off of C1 with its additional

series inductance. After about 300 kHz, the integrated-element attenuation computed with

this method became unreliable. High di/dt in the switching stage coupled enough power

through parasitic paths to obscure the the conducted EMI performance of the DUT. Loss of

precision in this same frequency range also obscured the comparison between the inductor-
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capacitor and the integrated element in Sec. 5.2.

Rs Lm L22 -- Lm

Integrated-element attenuation

L22 - Lm < 0

Capacitor attenuation
Self-

VS LE resonant

capacitor

model

Figure 5.9: Experimental setup for the measurement of inductance cancellation. The reactances
jLM and j(L22 - LM) are small for frequencies below 1 MHz compared to the source impedance
Rs.

5.2.3 Shunt inductance cancellation

Passive inductance cancellation only becomes apparent, for experimental elements consid-

ered, at frequencies in excess of 100 kHz. To circumvent stray coupling at these frequencies

and determine the degree of cancellation, attenuation performance was measured at low

current with the experimental setup of Fig. 5.9. A network analyzer was used to drive

ripple current into the device under test, and to measure the resulting ripple at different

locations. The 50 Q source impedance R, was high enough (given the magnitude of other

network impedances) for v. to appear as a current source. I.e., the reactance magnitudes

wLM and w(L 22 - LM) were small compared to R. The attenuating performance of the

capacitor alone was measured by driving the integrated filter element at its input node (the

common node of the AC and DC windings) and measuring the voltage at the capacitor

positive terminal (the point labeled "capacitor attenuation" in Fig. 5.9). A voltage mea-

surement at the integrated element's output port was a measure of its attenuation from

low shunt impedance alone. Because the high-impedance measurement at the node labeled

"integrated-element attenuation" in Fig. 5.9 drew so little current, any attenuation mea-

sured at this node in excess of that seen for the capacitor was due to a decrease in shunt

inductive reactance, and not due to filtering by the series inductance L 2 2 - LM.

The capacitor and integrated-element attenuation are shown for frequencies to 1 MHz
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Figure 5.10: Gain from driving voltage to voltage measured at the nodes labeled "capacitor atten-
uation" and "integrated-element attenuation" in Fig. 5.9.

in Fig. 5.10. The low-frequency attenuation of either element is roughly identical at low

frequencies. At frequencies above 100 kHz, the capacitor impedance is primarily inductive,

so its attenuation performance levels off to the constant performance of an inductive divider.

The high-frequency divider ratio for the integrated element is about 12 dB better - after

rolling off about a decade longer - than the capacitor alone. This performance represents

a cancellation of the electrolytic capacitor's ESL to approximately 15% of its original value.

Note that the ordinate of Fig. 5.10, labeled "ripple throughput," has not been corrected for

source magnitude changes under variable driving-point impedance. Because of the capacitor

and integrated-element attenuation measurements were made simultaneously, however, the

two curves in Fig. 5.10 are a viable comparison of attenuation, even if they do not precisely

measure absolute filtering performance.

5.3 Manufacturing

The value of the proposed technique relies on the repeatable cancellation of capacitor self-

inductance. The histograms of Fig. 5.11 summarize the ESR and ESL measurements for 30

electrolytic capacitors of a type typically used in EMI filters for automotive applications.
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U767D ESL distribution U767D ESR distribution
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Figure 5.11: ESR and ESL histograms for 30 United Chemi-Con U767D 1200 [IF capacitors. ESL
range: 17.29 to 18.13 nH, o = 44.6 pH. ESR range: 14.2 mQ to 60.9 mQ (outlier not shown).

The data show a remarkably tight clustering of ESL, ±2.4% for all the units measured,

compared to a deviation in the ESR for some units of 175% from the mean value. There is

no strong correlation between ESL and ESR for these capacitors, and even the ESR outliers

exhibited a "normal" ESL. Inductance depends on geometry rather than material or contact

properties which can strongly impact capacitor losses. These data suggest that repeatable

inductance cancellation to within a few percent the base ESL should be practical.

Because of the repeatability of wound geometry and inductance, the coupled windings

tested outside of the capacitor package - tapped as needed for best performance - could

be manufactured with a set tap point and reliable inductance cancellation. A typical four-

layer electrolytic capacitor is shown in Fig. 5.12a. One of the plate electrodes is etched to

produce a porous film with high surface area. The spacer material is not a dielectric, but an

electrolyte-impregnated layer which brings one plate into intimate electrical contact with

the porous surface, where a high value of capacitance is achieved by a thin oxide coating

of the interstices. Coupled windings - the AC and DC windings in Fig. 5.12b - could be

added over the basic capacitor structure or made from extensions of the plate windings.
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Figure 5.12: Incorporation of the coupled windings into the structure of a power capacitor.

5.4 Further work

The preliminary measurements presented here illustrate the large potential advantage of

inductance-cancellation methods. Nevertheless, much development is required. Winding

construction methods (including external windings, printed PCB windings, and integrated

windings) need to be fully evaluated. Design trade-offs for integrated elements, including

thermal design, eddy-current effects, and low AC losses must also be explored. The potential

benefits of the technology fully warrant such investigation.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

L ARGE passive components in filters or power stages are detrimental to the transient

performance of a converter and can contribute significantly to its volume and cost. This

work has introduced topology- and component-level techniques which reduce the volume of

passive filter elements required for a given level of ripple performance.

The first technique - a topological approach - employs filter networks with resonant

branch impedances to provide high impedance mismatch at discrete frequencies. Compo-

nent tolerances and operating conditions can cause uncontrolled resonators to miss their

design frequency and fail to attenuate ripple. Chapter IV therefore introduces this thesis'

major contribution: a phase-sensing tuning system which drives a converter's switching fre-

quency (or any suitable tuning actuator) toward a resonant network's maximum-immitance

point. The phase-lock system tuning is general means of controlling the phase relationship

among arbitrary frequency components of periodic signals, and has broad utility beyond

power-filtering applications.

The component-level innovation introduced by this thesis is the integrated filter

element, a three-terminal, passive inductance-cancellation structure inspired by trends in

zero-ripple filter topologies. The magnetically coupled windings of an integrated element

increase, by shunt inductance cancellation, the frequency of the impedance rise of a power

capacitor, making the capacitor useful for filtering at switching and EMI frequencies. The

windings themselves can be patterned from foil layers in capacitor packages, a construction

technique which requires little additional volume, is compatible with existing capacitor

construction, and offers repeatable magnetic coupling.

6.1 Conclusions: actively tuned filters

By ensuring effective attenuation at the ripple fundamental or a ripple harmonic frequency,

active tuning eases the filtering requirement - and so lowers the volume and energy stor-

age - of an accompanying network. For both an input filter and a power stage employing
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tuned excitation of parallel resonances, savings of about a factor of three in volume, mass,

and inductance have been demonstrated. Such reductions need not be realized as volume

savings: a designer can, for instance, maintain passive-component volume and performance

at a lower switching frequency and higher efficiency, or maintain the volume of a conven-

tional filter while achieving better ripple performance at a constant switching frequency.

Designs which do opt for smaller passive elements enjoy improved transient performance

and, possibly, the replacement of large capacitors with less expensive, lower-value elements.

The tuning control system, with its low-level analog signals in close proximity to

large switched currents, was difficult to implement properly. Careful attention to com-

mon impedances, especially those seen by power-stage return currents, was required to

obtain lock. EMI also affected performance, and may have been responsible for lock-out

in several experiments, though this connection was never demonstrated conclusively. Once

low-impedance grounding techniques were employed, with careful separation of power and

analog returns, the phase-lock system achieved reliable lock with no lock-out observed dur-

ing trials over the course of a week.

The real design challenge for tuned filters seems not to lie in the tuning system, but in

the resonators themselves. In particular, series-tuned shunt resonators offer the best ripple

attenuation with capacitor-heavy, low-Q designs, a trend opposed to the need for tuning. A

difficult three-parameter optimization of volume, Q, and attenuation performance is likely

necessary to arrive at suitable series-tuned networks. For the switching frequency and

power level considered in the example converter, series networks of substantial Q and low-

tuning-point loss were always too large to compare favorably shunt capacitors. Applications

restricted to relatively small capacitances, however, could benefit from resonant shunts.

As noted for the example filters, parallel resonators placed in series with a quiet port

can reduce the filter magnetics volume by about a factor of three. Resonator Q and ripple

attenuation increase together, so resonator design amounts to a two-parameter trade-off of

performance and volume. For parallel-resonant designs, however, low ripple ratios favor

resonant filters. Circulating tank currents are Q times larger than ripple currents at the

resonator terminals, and can produce large peak AC flux density (hence high loss) in a

resonant inductor. Should the designer choose to operate with higher power-stage ripple,

a resonant inductor using the same core material may have to be made larger to support

circulating currents with acceptable Q. Nevertheless, resonant filter designs with typical

ripple ratios of 5-20% can still be dramatically smaller than conventional low-pass designs

of comparable performance.
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Highlighting the need for lower ripple ratios in parallel-tuned designs, consider the

resonant power-stage example, in which the conventional filter mass necessary to match the

deep continuous-conduction performance of the resonant filter was impractically large. The

resonant filter, at one-third the size, was perhaps of acceptable size, and would enable op-

eration at lower ripple ratios than might otherwise be practical. This power-stage example,

then, demonstrates the use of resonators to achieve a performance improvement in constant

volume, rather than a volume decrease for constant performance. Note also that low ripple

ratios (less than 1%) are common in input and output filters for switching converters: in

such applications, resonant networks offer clear volume and mass savings.

Magnetically coupled shunt resonators, like their simple series-tuned counterparts,

exhibit design trends opposed to the need for tuning. Low Q and large capacitance provide

the best ripple attenuation, and once again a three-parameter search may be necessary to

find suitable components. A limit on capacitor values imposed by an application constraint,

however, can favor high-Q magnetically coupled resonators.

6.2 Conclusions: integrated filter elements

The performance trends of magnetically coupled shunt resonators favor shunt paths with

small impedance at as many frequencies as possible. Such small impedance can be achieved

with a low-Q resonance, but is realized even more effectively by the attempted elimina-

tion of resonance. This strategy is employed by integrated filter elements, which use self-

inductances in excess of winding mutual inductance to develop a negative inductance in the

shunt branch of their equivalent T-model. Shunt ESL cancellation is always accompanied

by the introduction of positive inductance in series with the other two terminals, an ex-

tra reactance with which the designer can realize higher-order filters than with a capacitor

alone.

In proof-of-concept experiments, ESL cancellation and the accompanying introduc-

tion of series reactance were measured. A high-frequency comparison between the ripple

attenuation of a capacitor and an integrated element demonstrated a cancellation of the

electrolytic capacitor's ESL to approximately 15% of its original value. The series induc-

tance was significant enough to roll off at 50 kHz with 40 1iF, providing a ripple gain 20 dB

better than a filter employing only capacitors. These results were measured for film wind-

ings on the outside of a capacitor package, demonstrating the compatibility of the approach

with eddy-current losses in the electrolytic element. The windings comprised a foil winding
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under a single layer of 18 gauge wire, and the capacitor canister, with a 2 mm gap between

the inside package surface and plate windings, could have accommodated this winding build

internally.

The repeatability of magnetic coupling was addressed by impedance measurements

of collection of capacitors with the same part number. ESL varied ±2.4% for all the units

measured, compared to a deviation in the ESR for some units of 175% from the mean

value. The inductance of wound foils depends on geometry rather than material or contact

properties which can strongly impact losses, suggesting that inductance cancellation to

within a few percent of initial ESL should be practical.

6.3 Further work

Active-tuning controls need to be developed with a manufacturer's attention to detail and

economy. Unnecessary complexity in the control circuitry of the prototype system should

be streamlined, and long-term reliability and performance assessed. Integration of tuning

and PWM controls indeed seems possible, but further experience with the pathologies of the

tuning controller would be a reasonable prerequisite for IC design. Resonators would profit

from further general treatment, aimed at resolving, for instance, under what conditions

series-tuned resonators become attractive alternatives to capacitors. Resonator design with

ferrite materials has hardly been considered, but may offer pleasant results for high ripple-

ratio resonators. Active tuning further stands in a unique position to realize the filtering

benefits of hybrid reactive structures which introduce high-Q resonances at predictable, but

not tightly controlled, frequencies.

The preliminary measurements on integrated elements illustrate the advantages of

inductance-cancellation methods. External windings do not demonstrate thoroughly, how-

ever, the thermal viability of the integrated filter element. The inclusion of DC conduction

paths within a power capacitor may have implications for the plate materials, plate geom-

etry, and the capacitor's power rating, all of which remain unexplored. ESL is relatively

constant unit to unit at constant temperature, but the variation in coil dimensions (hence

ESL) over a range of operating conditions needs to be characterized. The experiments

conducted so far suggest that the attenuation benefit of inductance cancellation is insensi-

tive to eddy-current dissipation within the capacitor. Should ESL cancellation be achieved

more precisely, such losses may be found to place a lower bound on repeatable perfor-

mance. So too, sensitivity to coupling changes in the presence of magnetic materials, while
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not detectable in the initial measurements, may prove important as the technology pro-

gresses. Most significantly, winding construction methods, whether external, printed on the

surrounding PCB, or integrated in the capacitor package, need to be fully evaluated.
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Appendix A

MATLAB files

coredata.m

wiredata.m

coredesign.m

convergence.m

coreloss.m

acresistance.m

dcresistance.m

permBpk.m

permH.m

iripple.m

par.m

general.m

Micrometals iron-powder toroid database

Wire database

Iterative core-selection algorithm

Script to check convergence of iterative net-

work design based on exponential loss model

for inductors

Core loss computation

AC resistance calculation (copper loss and

core loss)

DC resistance calculation (copper loss)

Percent initial permeability vs. peak AC flux

density

Percent initial permeability vs. DC magnetiz-

ing force

Phasor analysis to determine ripple

parallel-impedance calculation

script to determine best balance of resonator

Q and tuning-point loss, in normalized coor-

dinates

A.1 coredata.m

% Micrometals toroidal core data

% awgcol: hash table associating AWG (first column) with a column

% of winding tables (singlewinding and fullwinding below)

awgcol = [ 18 3 ; 17 4 ; 16 5 ; 15 6 ; 14 7 ; 13 8 ; 12 9 ; 11 10 ; 10 11 ];
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MATLAB files

% singlewinding: winding table for T-series cores

% single-layer winding

% columns:

% core T-series #

% suffix Onone 1A 2B 3C 4D

% turns 18 to 10 AWG

% cf. Micrometals "Power Conversion and Line Filter Applications" Issue J

% January 2001, p.64

singlewinding = [ ...

9 ; ...

9;...

11 ;

11 ;..

11

11

11

15

17 ; ...

17 ; .

13 ; .

15 ; ...

20

19

23

26

22

31

31

22

0 ;...

36

0 ;...

31

58 52

58 52

78 69 61 ...

78 69 61;...

109 97 86 ;...

109 97 86

124 110 98

fullwinding: winding table for T-series cores

45% of toroid ID remaining

columns:

- 104 -

80 0

80 4

90 0

94 0

106 0

106 1

106 2

124 0

130 0

130 1

131 0

132 0

141 0

150 0

157 0

175 0

184 0

200 0

200 2

201 0

% 224 3

225 0

%249 0

250 0

300 0

300 4

400 0

400 4

520 0

520 4

650 0

30 27 23

30 27 23

34 30 26

35 31 27

36 31 27

36 31 27

36 31 27

46 40 36

51 45 40

51 45 40

41 36 32

45 40 35

59 52 46

56 49 44

64 56 50

73 64 57

63 56 50

86 76 67

86 76 67

63 56 50

0 0 0

97 86 76

0 0 0

86 76 67

136 121

136 121

160 142

160 142

221 197

221 197

250 223

20

20

23

24

24

24

24

31

35

35

28

31

40

38

44

50

44

60

60

44

0

68

0

60

108

108

126

126

176

176

199

17 15 13

17 15 13

20 17 15

21 18 15

21 18 15

21 18 15

21 18 15

27 24 21

31 27 23

31 27 23

24 21 18

27 23 20

35 31 27

34 29 26

39 34 30

44 39 34

38 34 29

53 46 41

53 46 41

38 34 29

0 0 0

60 53 46

0 0 0

53 46 41

96 85 75

96 85 75

113 100

113 100

156 139

156 139

177 158

11

11

13

13

13

13

13

18

20

20

16

18

24

22

26

30

26

36

36

26

0

41

0

36

66

66

88

88

12z'

12z'

139

10

20

30

40

50



A.1 coredata. m

core T-series #

% suffix 0 none I A 2 B 3 C 4 D

turns 18 to 10 AWG

% cf. Micrometals "Power Conversion and Line Filter Applications" Issue J

% January 2001, p. 6 5

fullwinding = I ...

80 0 57 45 36 29 23 18 14 11 9

80 4 57 45 36 29 23 18 14 11 9

90 0 70 56 45 36 28 22 18 14 11;

94 0 73 58 46 37 29 23 18 14 11 ;...

106 0 75 60 48 38 30 24 19 15 12

106 1 75 60 48 38 30 24 19 15 12

106 2 75 60 48 38 30 24 19 15 12

124 0 117 93 75 60 47 37 30 23 19

130 0 142 113 90 72 57 45 36 28 23

130 1 142 113 90 72 57 45 36 28 23

131 0 95 76 61 48 38 30 24 19 15

132 0 114 91 73 58 46 36 29 23 18

141 0 180

150 0 166

157 0 210

175 0 267

184 0 210

200 0 365

200 2 365

201 0 210

% 224 3 0

225 0 461

% 249 0 0

250 0 365

300 0 870

300 4 870

1182

1182

2261

2261

2861

144 115

132 106

168 134

213 170

168 134

290 232

290 232

168 134

0 0 0

367 294

0 0 0

290 232

693 554

693 554

92 73 57 46 36 29 ;...

85 67 53 42 33 27 ;...

107 85 67 53 42 34

136 108 85 68 54 43 ;...

107 85 67 53 42 34 ;...

186 148 116 93 74 59

186 148 116 93 74 59 ;...

107 85 67 53 42 34 ;...

0 0 0 0 0 ; ...

235 186 147 117 93 74

0 0 0 0 0 ;...

186 148 116 93 74 59 ;...

443 352 278 221 176 140 ;...

443 352 278 221 176 140

942 754 602 479 378 301 240 191 ;...

942 754 602 479 378 301 240 191 ;...

1765 1413 1129 898 708 564 450 358

1765 1413 1129 898 708 564 450 358 ;...

2280 1824 1458 1159 914 729 581 463

90

Cores: geometrical and dissipation data for toroidal cores

columns:

core T-series #

suffix Onone 1A 2B 3C 4D

OD (mm)

ID (mm)

- 105 -

60

70

80

400

400

520

520

650

0

4

0

4

0

1;



MATLAB files

height (mm)

1 mag path length (cm)

A mag xsection (cm-2)

V mag volume (cm^3)

MLT mean length per turn (cm/turn)

W40C watts dissipation for 40C temp rise

cf. Micrometals "Power Conversion and Line Filter

January 2001, pp.5-13 and 64,65

Cores = [...

80 0 20.2

80 4 20.2

90 0 22.9

94 0 23.9

106 0 26.9

106 1 26.9

106 2 26.9

124 0 31.6

130 0 33.0

130 1 33.0

131 0 33.0

132 0 33.0

141 0 35.9

150 0 38.4

157 0 39.9

175 0 44.5

184 0 46.7

200 0 50.8

200 2 50.8

201 0 50.8

12.6

12.6

14.0

14.2

14.5

14.5

14.5

18.0

19.8

19.8

16.3

17.8

22.4

21.5

24.1

27.2

24.1

31.8

31.8

24.1

9.53

12.7

9.53

7.92

11.1

7.92

14.6

7.11

11.1

5.72

11.1

11.1

10.5

11.1

14.5

16.5

18.0

14.0

25.4

22.2

5.14

5.14

5.78

5.97

6.49

6.49

6.49

7.75

8.28

8.28

7.72

7.96

9.14

9.38

10.1

11.2

11.2

13.0

13.0

11.8

.347

.453

.395

.362

.659

.461

.858

.459

.698

.361

.885

.805

.674

.887

1.06

1.34

1.88

1.27

2.32

2.81

1.78

2.33

2.28

2.16

4.28

3.00

5.57

3.55

5.78

2.99

6.84

6.41

6.16

8.31

10.7

15.0

21.0

16.4

30.0

33.2

2.80

4.07

3.64

3.44

4.49

3.86

5.19

3.95

4.75

3.67

5.11

4.95

4.75

5.28

5.89

6.58

7.54

6.50

8.78

8.90

100

Applications" Issue J

1.30

1.84

1.88

1.85

2.59

2.25

2.97

2.79

3.53

2.78

3.52

3.53

3.92

4.45

5.29

6.16

7.47

7.61

10.1

9.28

% 224 3 57.2 31.8 19.1 14.0 2.31 32.2 0 0

225 0 57.2 35.7 25.4 14.6 2.59 37.8 6.93 9.16 ; ...

% 249 0 63.5 35.7 25.4 15.6 3.36 52.3 0 0

250 0 63.5 31.8 25.4 15.0 3.84 57.4 10.4 13.9 ; ...

300 0 77.2 49.0 12.7 19.8 1.68 33.4 7.95 14.5 ; ...

300 4 77.2 49.0 25.4 19.8 3.38 67.0 10.5 18.7

400 0 102 57.2 16.5 25.0 3.46 86.4 11.1 25.2 ; ...

400 4 102 57.2 33.0 25.0 6.85 171 14.4 32.1 ; ...

520 0 132 78.2 20.3 33.1 5.24 173 13.7 41.5 ; ...

520 4 132 78.2 40.6 33.1 10.5 347 17.7 52.7 ; ...

650 0 165.1 88.9 50.8 39.9 18.4 734 23.1 82.5 ; ...

Cores=sortrows(Cores,8); % sort in order of ascending magnetic volume

Cores(:,3:5)=Cores(:,3:5)*0.1; % convert to cgs 140
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A.1 coredata.m

% Materials: basic materials data

% columns:

% Micrometals mix #

% relative permeability

% density (g/cc)

% relative cost

% cf. Micrometals "Power Conversion and Line Filter Applications" Issue J

% January 2001, p.1

Materials = [ ...

2 10 5.0 2.7

8 35 6.5 5.0

18 55 6.6 3.4

26 75 7.0 1.0

28 22 6.0 1.9

33 33 6.3 1.6

38 85 7.1 1.1

40 60 6.9 1.0

45 100 7.2 2.6

52 75 7.0 1.4

% PermvsH: coefficients for percent permeability vs. DC magnetizing force

% columns:

% Micrometals mix #

a coefficient

% b coefficient

c coefficient

% d coefficient

e coefficient

% %mu..0} = ((a + c*H + e*H^2)/(1 + b*H + d*H^2))^0.5

% cf. Micrometals "Power Conversion and Line Filter Applications" Issue J

% January 2001, p. 2 8

PermvsH ...

2 10000 -4.99e-3 -49.5 9.16e-6 0.0865 ; ...

30.9 7.68e-5 -0.0119 ; ...

14.4 3.92e-4 0.0853

13.1 1.17e-3 0.0212 ; ...

-30.2 1.45e-5 0.0505 ; ...

7.39 9.62e-5 0.0298 ; ...

5.87 1.17e-3 -0.0256 ; ...

12.8 6.26e-4 0.0267 ;

45.2 1.79e-3 -0.0578 ; ...

24.7 7.75e-4 -0.0105 ; ...
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150

160

170

180

8

18

26

28

33

38

40

45

52

10090

9990

10090

10140

10200

9960

10240

10014

10240

4.26e-3

8.36e-4

5.05e-3

4.68e-4

5.12e-3

-1.53e-4

4.32e-3

6.07e-3

6.71e-3



MATLAB files

% Percent permeability vs. peak AC flux density

% columns:

% Micrometals mix #

% a coefficient 190

% b coefficient

% c coefficient

% d coefficient

% e coefficient

% %mu-{0} = ((a + c*B + e*B^2)/(1 + b*B + d*B^2))^0.5 for 2,8,18,26,40

% %mu._0} = a + b*B + c*B^0.5 + d*B^2 for 30, 33, 38, 45, 52

% cf. Micrometals "Power Conversion and Line Filter Applications" Issue J

% January 2001, p. 28

PermvsBpk = [...

2 9970 5.77e-4 7.29 -8.96e-8 -1.18e-3 ... 200

8 9990 4.52e-4 11.4 8.82e-9 -8.29e-4

18 10270 1.01e-4 12.3 2.70e-8 -8.43e-4

26 10600 7.21e-5 37.8 -7.74e-9 -3.56e-3

28 93.4 -2.99e-2 2.08 8.30e-7 0

33 92.6 -2.51e-2 2.36 1.07e-7 0 ; ...

38 90.7 4.01e-3 3.15 -2.18e-6 0

40 10480 1.62e-4 40.8 -6.51e-9 -3.35e-3

45 88.3 5.78e-3 3.80 -2.72e-6 0 ; ...

52 92.0 1.34e-2 2.77 -3.66e-6 0 ; ...

210

% Coreloss: Core loss vs. peak AC flux density

% columns:

% material

% a coefficient

% b coefficient

% c coefficient

% d coefficient

% CL (mW/cm^3) = f / (a*B^-3 + b*B--2.3 + c*B^-1.65) + d*f^2*B^2

% cf. Micrometals "Power Conversion and Line Filter Applications" Issue J 220

% January 2001, p. 2 8

Coreloss = [...

2 4.0e9 3.0e8 2.7e6 8.0e-15 ; ...

8 1.9e9 2.0e8 9.0e5 2.5e-14 ; ...

18 8.0e8 1.7e8 9.0e5 3.le-14 ; ...

26 1.0e9 1.1e8 1.9e6 1.9e-13 ; ...

28 3.0e8 3.2e7 1.9e6 3.le-13 ; ...

33 3.4e8 2.0e7 2.0e6 3.7e-13 ;

38 1.2e9 1.3e8 1.9e6 3.2e-13 ; ...

40 1.1e9 3.3e7 2.5e6 3.le-13 ; ... 230

45 1.2e9 1.3e8 2.4e6 1.2e-13 ; ...
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A.2 wiredata. m

52 1.0e9 1.1e8 2.1e6 6.9e-14

1;

A.2 wiredata.m

% Wire data in cgs

% KSV p. 582

% AWG

% Diameter (cm)

% ohm/cm (75deg C)

% g/cm

% turns/ (sq cm)

% AWG 10

% Diameter (mm)

% ohm/km (75deg C)

% kg/km

% turns/ (sq cm)

Wire = [ ...

0 8.25 0.392 475 0 ;...

1 7.35 0.494 377 0 ;...

2 6.54 0.624 299 0 ;...

3 5.83 0.786 237 0 ;... 20

4 5.19 0.991 1880 ;...

5 4.62 1.25 149 0 ; ...

6 4.12 1.58 118 0 ; ...

7 3.67 1.99 93.80 ;...

8 3.26 2.51 74.40 ;...

9 2.91 3.16 59.0 0

10 2.59 3.99 46.8 14

% 11 2.31 5.03 37.1 17

12 2.05 6.34 29.4 22

% 13 1.83 7.99 23.3 27 ... 30

14 1.63 10.1 18.5 34

% 15 1.45 12.7 14.7 40 ;

16 1.29 16.0 11.6 51 ; ...

% 17 1.15 20.2 9.23 63
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18 1.02 25.5

% 19 0.912 32.1

20 0.812 40.5

% 21 0.723 51.1

22 0.644 64.4

% 23 0.573 81.2

24 0.511 102

% 25 0.455 129

26 0.405 163

% 27 0.361 205

28 0.321 259

% 29 0.286 327

30 0.255 412

7.32 79 ;...

5.80 98 ; ...

4.60 123

3.65 153;

2.89 192 ;

2.30 237;

1.82 293 ; ...

1.44 364 ; ...

1.15 454 ;

1.10 575;

1.39 710 ;

1.75 871

2.21 1090; ...

% convert to cgs

Wire(:,2) =Wire(:,2)*0.1;

Wire(:,3)=Wire(:,3)*10e-5;

Wire(:,4) =Wire (:,4) *0.0 1;

wirearea=pi*Wire(:,2).*Wire(:,2)*0.25;

pack=(wirearea.*Wire(:,5))*0.01;

%cm^2

%packing factor

A.3 inductance.m

% inductance.m

% returns inductance for a given material, core index, turns, irpp, idc, L, fsw
% and awg index

function [ind,Q,Feloss]=inductance(matind,coreind,N,Irpp,Idc,Iacrms,L,fsw,awgind)

global Cores Coreloss PermvsH PermvsBpk Materials Wire wirearea;

mu0=4*pi*1e-7; %H/m

% compute Hdc (DC magenizing force)

l=Cores(coreind,6); %mean magnetic path length

Hdc=0.4*pi*N*Idc/l; %H (oersted)

% find % initial permeability due to DC saturation

percpermHdc=permH(matind,Hdc);

% compute Bpk (peak AC flux density)

A=Cores(coreind,7);
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A.3 inductance.m

Bpk=L*Irpp*1e8/2/A/N;

20

% find % initial permeability due to peak AC flux

percpermBpk=permBpk(matind,Bpk);

% compute effective permeability

mur=Materials(matind,2);

mu=mu0*mur*(percpermHdc/100)*(percpermBpk/100);

percperm=mu/muO/mur*100;

% compute L with this core, material, and winding

Amks=A*0.0001; % 10000cm^2 = 1m^2 30

lmks=1*0.01; % 100cm = 1m

ind=mu*Amks*N*N/lmks;

%now iterate AC-flux loss computation

% compute Bpk (peak AC flux density)

Bpk=ind*Irpp*1e8/2/A/N;

% find % initial permeability due to peak AC flux

percpermBpk=permBpk(matind,Bpk); 40

% compute effective permeability

mu=muO*mur*(percpermHdc/100)*(percpermBpk/100);

percperm=mu/muO/mur*100;

% compute L with this core, material, and winding (iteration)

ind=mu*Amks*N*N/lmks;

% compute core loss 50

Feloss=coreloss(matind,Bpk,fsw)*Cores(coreind,8)*0.001; %watts

%0.001 mW to W

MLT=Cores(coreind,9);

Rac=acresistance(MLT*N+10,awgind,fsw);

Rdc=dcresistance(MLT*N+10,awgind);

acdissipation=Feloss+Iacrms*Iacrms*Rac;

%dissipation=Feloss+Iacrms*Iacrms*Rac+Idc*Idc*Rdc

eqR=acdissipation/(Iacrms) ^2; %+Rdc;

Q=2*pi*fsw*ind/eqR; 60

%Q=2*pi* 0. 5*ind* Imax* Imax/ (T* (Feloss+Iacrms*Iacrms* Rac+Idc*Idc* Rdc));
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70

A.4 coredesign.m

% coredesign. m

% design a toroidal inductor for minimum size (lowest T series)

% inputs:

Irpp=0.565;

Idc=25;

Iacrms=O.125

L=170e-6;

fsw=100e3;

%amps

%amps

%amps - used to compute AC Cu loss

%henry

%Hz

10

Jmax=500; %A/cm^2 maximum current density

global Coreloss PermvsH PermvsBpk Materials Wire Cores wirearea;

load wiredata;

load coredata;

nonefound=NaN;

20

Lbest=nonefound*ones(length(Materials(:,1)),1);

corebest=Lbest;

Nbest=Lbest;

Qbest=Lbest;

Felossbest=Lbest;

% choose wire

30

Jwire=Idc./wirearea;
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A .4 coredesign. m

for k=1:1:length(wirearea),

if Jwire(k)>Jmax

break

end

awgind=k;

end

awg=Wire(awgind,1);

40

% choose material

for matind=1:10,

material=Materials(matind,1);

strikes=0;

% design inductor for smallest T-series 50

core

% choose core (start big and work down)

for coreind=length(Cores(:,1)) :-1:1;

for k=1:length(awgcol(:,1)), %get column index to

if awgcoI(k,1)==awg %winding table

c=awgcol(k,2);

end 60

end

% N = single-winding turns

N=singlewinding(coreind,c);

% N = "full-wound" turns (45% ID remaining)

%N=fullwinding(coreind, c);

[LnewQnewFeloss]=inductance(matind,coreind,N,Irpp,Idc,Iacrms,L,fsw,awgind);

70

% throw away designs with high dissipation

if Feloss<Cores(coreind,10)

if Lnew>L

Lbest(matind)=Lnew;

Nbest(matind)=N;

corebest(matind)=coreind;
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Qbest(matind)=Qnew;

Felossbest(matind)=Feloss;

else

strikes=strikes+1; 80

end

else

strikes=strikes+1;

end

if strikes>=5

if isnan(Lbest(matind))==1 % we never found a good core

break

end 90

% now take off turns to match target L and reduce losses

bestcoreind=corebest(matind);

% for easy reading, output T-series number, not index

corebest(matind)=Cores(bestcoreind,1)+Cores(bestcoreind,2)/10;

for Nnew=Nbest(matind)-1:-1:1,

[Lnew,Qnew,Feloss]=inductance(matind,bestcoreind,Nnew,Irpp,Idc,Iacrms,L,fsw,awgind);

if Lnew<L

break % keep last: we took off too many turns

end 100

if Qnew<Cores(coreind,10)

break

end

Lbest(matind)=Lnew;

Nbest(matind)=Nnew;

Qbest(matind)=Qnew;

Felossbest(matind)=Feloss;

end

break

end 110

end

end

[Materials(:,1) corebest Nbest 1e6*Lbest Qbest Felossbest]
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A.5 convergence.m

A.5 convergence.m

% convergence.m

% uses simple loss model, Q=4.4025*Irpp^(-2.387), regardless of inductance,

% for Idc=25A and fsw=lOOkHz

fsw=1OOe3;

T=1/fsw;

fres=fsw;

wres=2*3.14159*fres;

Pout=300;

Vout=12; 10

Iout=Pout/Vout;

RL=Vout*Vout/Pout;

Ltotal=200e-6;

QL1=20;

QL2=20;

ripp3=0;

ripptarget=O

irms3=0; 20

irmstarget=3;

p=O;

for D=0.2:0.1:0.8,

p=p+l;

m=0;

%for Ll=Ltotal*0.1:Ltotal*0.1:Ltotal*0.9,

L1=120e-6

QL1=20; 30

QL2=20;

m=m+1;

L2=Ltotal-L1;

C=1/wres/wres./L2;

CR=0.003;

iterations=10

for n=1:iterations,

40

L1R=wres*L1/QL1;

L2R=wres*L2/QL2;
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ZL1=tf([L1 0],1)+L1R;
ZL2=tf([L2 0],1)+L2R;

ZC=tf(1,[C 0])+CR;

%eq source to Li current

G1=1/(ZL1+par(ZL2,ZC)+RL);

%eq source to L2 current 50

G2=ZC/(ZC+ZL2)*G1;

[rippestimatel(p,m,n),irms]=ioutripple(fsw,Vout/D,G1,D,Iout);

QL1=4.4025*rippestimate1(p,m,n) (-2.387);

QLlhistory(p,m,n)=QL1;

[rippestimate2(p,m,n),irms]=ioutripple(fsw,Vout/D,G2,D,Iout);

QL2=4.4025*rippestimate2(p,m,n) (-2.387);

QL2history(p,m,n)=QL2;

60

end

%end

end

iteration=1:iterations;

plot(iteration,QL1history(1,6,:),'k-' ,iteration,QL2history(1,6,:), 'k-. ')

plot (iteration,rippestimatel(1,6,:), 'k-',iteration,rippestimate2(1,6,:), 'k-. ')

70

A.6 coreloss.m

% coreloss.m

% returns core loss in mW/cm -3 for a given peak A C flux density Bpk (gauss)

% and frequency (Hz)

function [loss] =coreloss(matindex,B,f)

global Coreloss

a=Coreloss(matindex,2);

b=Coreloss(matindex,3);

c=Coreloss(matindex,4); 10
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d=Coreloss(matindex,5);

loss=f./(a./(B.^3)+b./(B.^2.3)+c./(B.-1.65)) + d*f*f.*B.*B;

A.7 acresistance.m

% acresistance.m

% compute resistance of a length of wire (cm) at frequency f (Hz)

% length wire length (cm)

% awg wire gauge index

% fsw frequency for AC resistance evaluation (Hz)

function [acres]=acresistance(length,awgind,f)

global Wire wirearea

rho=1.56e-8;

rho=rho*100;

mur=1;

muO=4*pi*le-7*0.01;

%Cu resistivity ohm-m

%ohm-cm

%relative permeability

%H/cm

skind=sqrt(2*rho/2/pi/f/muO/mur); %skin depth (cm)

DCarea=wirearea(awgind);

DCres=length/DCarea*rho;

ACradius=Wire(awgind,2)/2-skind;

if ACradius<O

ACradius=O;

end

ACarea=DCarea-(3.14159*ACradius-2);

acres=DCarea/ACarea*DCres;

A.8 dcresistance.m

% dcresistance. m

% compute resistance of a length of wire (cm)

% length wire length (cm)

% awg wire gauge index

function [DCres]=dcresistance(length,awgind)
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global Wire wirearea

rho=1.56e-8; %Cu resistivity ohm-m

rho=rho*100; %ohm-cm

DCarea=wirearea(awgind);

DCres=length/DCarea*rho;

A.9 permBpk.m

% permBpk.m

% returns percent initial permeability vs. peak AC flux density (gauss)

function [percent]=permBpk(matindex,B)

global PermvsBpk Materials;

a=PermvsBpk(matindex,2);

b=PermvsBpk(matindex,3);

c=PermvsBpk(matindex,4);

d=PermvsBpk(matindex,5);

e=PermvsBpk(matindex,6);

m=Materials(matindex,1);

if m==8 I m==18 I m==26 I m==40

percent=sqrt(real((a+c*B+e*B.*B) ./(1+b*B+d*B.*B)));

elseif m==28 I m==33 I m==38 I m==45 I m==52

percent=a+b*B+c*B.^O.5+d*B.*B;

else % a hack for the -2 curve

percent=sqrt(((a+c*B+e*B.*B) ./(1+b*B+d*B.*B)));

for i=1:length(percent),

if i>0.93*length(percent)

percent(i)=0;

end

end

end

30
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A.10 permH.m

% permH.m

% returns percent initial permeability vs. H (oersted)

function [percent]=permH(matindex,H)

global PermvsH

a=PermvsH(matindex,2);

b=PermvsH(matindex,3);

c=PermvsH(matindex,4);

d=PermvsH(matindex,5); 10

e=PermvsH(matindex,6);

percent=sqrt((a+c*H+e*H.*H)./(1+b*H+d*H.*H));

A.11 iripple.m

function [irpp,irms]=iripple(fsw,amp,G,D,idc)

% Phasor analysis: evaluate response of G to a periodic gate function

% fsw source freq (Hz)

% amp source amplitude

% G transfer function to evaluate

% D source positive duty ratio (0 to 1)

% idc DC current (A)

% for stand-alone testing

%fsw=100e3; 10

%D=0.2;

%amp=12/D;

harmonics=100;

ppp=100; %points per period

n=O: 1:harmonics;

T=1/fsw;

t=O:T/ppp:T;

wsw=2*pi*fsw;
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F=amp*2*D*sin(n*3.14159*D)./n/3.14159/D; 20

F(1)=D*amp;

%src=O;

%Gsrc=tf(1);

out=O;

for r=i:harmonics,

out=out+abs(F(r+1)*evalfr(G j*r*wsw))*cos(r*wsw*t+angle(F(r+1)*evalfr(G j*r*wsw)));

% src=src + abs (F(r+ 1)* evalfr(Gsrc,j* r* wsw))* cos (r* wsw* t+ angle (F(r+ 1)* evalfr(Gsrc,j* r* wsw)));

end

% plot(out); 30

% pause

% for stand-alone testing

%plot(out)

%hold on

%plot(src./amp*2)

%hold off

%axis([0,ppp,-1.8,1.8])

irpp=2*max(abs(out));

out=out+idc; % add DC to ripple: note that we don't compute 40

% DC from F(1) and tf 's evaluated at 0 rps because

% tf's contain an AC resistance

%for stand-alone testing

%plot(out)

%hold on

%plot(src./amp*2)

%hold off

%axis([0,ppp, -1.8,1.8])

irms=sqrt(out*out' * (T/ppp) /T); 50

A.12 par.m

function [parallel] = par(argl,arg2)

parallel = 1/(1/arg1+1/arg2);

A.13 general.m
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% Generalized low-pass design

% For different values of resonator ESR and Q,
% find locus where resonant network matches simple low-pass

% p-p ripple performance at D=0.3

C1=1;

ZC1=tf(1,[C1 0]);

L=100;

ZL=tf([L 0],l); 10

H1=ZC1/(ZC1+ZL);

wres=1;

[pptarget,rmstarget]=iripple(wres/2/pi,,H1,0.3,0.3)

capneeded=zeros(8,16);

m=1;

n=1; 20

for r=0.05:0.05:0.75,

for Q=8:2:45,

Lr=r*Q/wres;

Cr=1/wres/wres/Lr;

ZCr=tf(1,[Cr 0]);

ZLr=tf([Lr 0],1);

Zres=ZCr+ZLr+r;

stepfact=0.9; 30

C2=C1;

steps=0

while steps<30,

ZC2=tf(1,[C2 0]);

H2=par(ZC2,Zres)/(par(ZC2,Zres)+ZL);

[thispp,thisrms]=iripple(wres/2/pi,1,H2,0.3,0.3);

error=-thispp+pptarget;

if error/pptarget>.5

C2=C2*0.7;

elseif error/pptarget>.2 40

C2=C2*0.8;

elseif error/pptarget>.1

C2=C2*0.9

elseif error/pptarget>.01

C2=C2*0.95
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elseif abs(error/pptarget)<0.01

capneeded(m,n)=C2;

break;

elseif error/pptarget>-0.05

C2=C2*1.01; 50

elseif error/pptarget<-0.05

C2=C2*1.04;

end

steps=steps+1;

end

n=n+1;

end

n=1

m=m+1 60

end
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Phase-lock tuning circuit

Phase-lock tuning controller schematic page 124

PCB top copper layer page 126

PCB bottom copper layer page 127

Silkscreen page 128

Parts list page 129
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C43

R1, R 17, R 2 9 , R 38 , R 4 1

R 4, R6

R8 , Rio

R 7 , R9

R 49 , R 51

500 Q

50 kQ

1 kQ

2 kQ

Notes

monolithic ceramic

Component

C2, C3, C13, C16, C17, C18, C19, C23, C24,

025, C28, C31, C32, C34, C36, C38, C42, C44,

C48, C49, C52, C55, C56, C58

C37, C39, C44, C47, C50, C54, C57, C59

Cs, 06, C7, C0, C0, C10, C46, C53

C40, C41

C20, C21, C22, C33

C26, C27, C29, C30

C6, C9

C11, C14

C51, C52

Value

0.1 pF

10 pF

1 P

22 pF

4.7 pF

0.01 pF

0.0022 pF

0.22 pF

select

100 pF

polyester

Ct PWM timing

ceramic disc

LF411 offset adjust pot (de-

bug only)

THD adjust pot or fixed

amplitude adjust pot or fixed

VCO base-frequency adjust

pot or fixed

PWM base-frequency adjust

pot or fixed
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Phase-lock tuning circuit

Component Value Notes

R 50 , R 53

Ro, R 2, R 3, R 24, R 32 , R 33 , R 34 , R3 5 , R 42 , R 43

R 5 , R 19 , R 31 , R 45

R 13, R 20 , R 23 , R 25

R 16 , R 28

R 18 , R 30

R 15 , R 27

R 14, R 26

R 12, R 22

R 11 , R 21

R44

R46

R47

R5 4

R 48 , R 5 2

R57

Di

D 2 , D3, D 4 , D5

D6

Q1

Q2

1 kQ

10 kQ

1.0 kQ

5.1 kQ

100 kQ

180 kQ

68 kQ

open

75 kQ

4.7 kQ

6.8 kQ

680 Q

330 i

22 Q

select

10 Q

duty-ratio adjust

Rt PWM timing

40CPQ080

1N4148

MBR054OT1 40 V Schottky

SUP75NO8-10

2N3906
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